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Historically and culturally, women’s leisure has been constrained through time, 
activity, and experience, as it is intricately woven with elements of freedom and choice, 
and thus empowerment (Khan, 2011; Henderson, et al., 1989). Previous research of 
constraints in leisure tourism appears to follow a pattern of inequalities between men and 
women (Wearing & Wearing, 1988). Women are feeling more independent and self-
confident then ever before in their leisure time and travel (Wilson & Harris, 2006). The 
purpose of this study is to determine if previous re earch, statistics, and case studies are 
still relevant in Millennial females and their solo leisure travels.  
The use of qualitative methodology was implemented to analyze whether or not 
women are still facing the same constraints while traveling as Baby Boomer women had. 
The data collection consisted of 12 interviews with tourism scholars and 2 focus groups. 
Results from this study were consistent with previous literature done on this topic. 
However, the impact with which constraints or benefits has on female solo travelers 
differentiate between the Baby Boomer and Millennial generation. This topic should 
further be researched in order to determine the influe ce that benefits and constraints 
have on the contemporary female traveler.  
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Data indicates women are travelling more and making more decisions when it 
comes to their leisure travel and other types of travel (Wilson & Harris, 2006; Bond, 
2012). “It is believed that leisure has always corresponded more to the lives of men than 
woman, where men find more time and freedom to engage in leisure, while women 
remain constrained” (Khan, 2011, p. 107). With numbers growing of female leisure 
travelers there is debate among scholars whether or not certain constraints are still 
relevant for women and tourism in contemporary society (Wearing & Wearing, 1988). 
Research on women and leisure emerged in body of knowledge 25 years ago but there 
appears to be a lack of updated research on the topic (Henderson & Hickerson, 2007).  
 “Substantial research reveals that in leisure, a privileged and underprivileged 
gender schema exists” (Kham, 2011, p. 107). According to Deem (1986) the history of 
culture is characterized by male domination of women, indicating that women are 
repressed in leisure activities. Leisure for women has always had a ‘domestic flavor’ 
perpetuating the role of women being the primary caegiver and supporter (Khan, 2011). 
Although there is a scarce amount of updated women’s l isure tourism literature 
available, the late twentieth century has provided women with social, cultural, economic, 
and family changes alleviating some stereotypes of women being the underprivileged 
gender (Jordan & Aitchson, 2008).
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Wearing and Wearing (1988) discussed how married women after child bearing 
are returning to work providing them with more independence and gender equality but 
the concept of leisure remains premised on the malelife style. With women traveling 
more and gaining more confidence in their travel, there appears to be a gap in literature 
(Khan, 2011) of whether or not these constraints are still valid and if new constraints 
have emerged in the Millennial generation. Constrain s in travel decisions are largely 
related to gender, life cycle, and cultural features (Jackson, 1991; Shaw, 1994). It is noted 
that females experience more limitations than men (Khan, 2011). Factors like work, 
family, and household obligations determine the amount and quality of time available for 
leisure and tourism and act as constraints in some instances for certain individuals (Khan, 
2011, p. 109). There is an obvious contradiction betwe n dated and updated literature on 
women and how leisure could be either empowering or constraining (Henderson, 1996, 
p.147). The literature provided on this topic lacks elements that are applicable for the 
younger generation such as: technology, work vs. lei ur  balance, and women’s liberation 
and how these characteristics may influence women and their travels. 
Mowl and Towner (1995) noted that a growing number of studies have focused 
on leisure inequality, and particularly the inequality between men and women. Women 
are typically the primary caregivers in the household and are in charge of cooking and 
cleaning for the family so their leisure time is spent taking care of others (Mowl & 
Towner, 1995). According Kitto a male historia, women’s natural place is to serve the 
family and continue raising legitimate heirs through whom to pass on property and rites 
(1962). This idea of women’s “natural” place being the caregiver leaves little room for 
women’s leisure time and tourism development. Understanding the paradox of social 
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status of women explains the regular pattern of whyresearch on the study of women and 
leisure tourism is outdated.  
Since the end of the nineteenth century, there havebeen a number of social and 
political changes that have led to an increase in fmale participation in travel (Wilson & 
Harris, 2006). Compared to a generation ago, the traditional roles of women that have 
been seen as ‘natural’ have greatly shifted. Women, now and future generations have the 
opportunity to participate in business or leisure travel, providing women with a sense of 
freedom, empowerment, and enhanced feelings of confidence (Wilson & Harris, 2006). 
Recent debates about the flexibilization of work, the commodification of leisure and the 
fragmentation of time are key elements of the postmdernity thesis that has transformed 
our thinking about the nature of work and leisure (Pahl, 1995; Green, 1996; Kay, 1996).  
In addition, there has been much deliberation among feminist scholars whether or 
not studies and statistics of women’s isolation andoppression in the home are still 
relevant in modern day society (Wearing & Wearing, 1988). A number of studies over 
the last two decades have demonstrated the empowering and meaningful aspect that 
travel, particularly independent forms of travel where control over one’s own choices is 
central, can play in women’s lives (Wilson and Harris, 2006).  There is limited tourism 
research that examines how solo forms of travel can increase well-being but literature is 
starting to recognize the empowering effects of independent travel for women 
(Cockburn-Wootten, Friend & McIntosh, 2005; Elsrud, 1998; Jordan & Gibsob, 2005; 
Wilson & Little, 2005). Recent research has started to recognize various ways that leisure 
constraints can successfully be negotiated into self growth and empowerment (Fendt & 
Wilson, 2012).  
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An example of successful negotiation against constraints in leisure can be found 
in Fendt and Wilson’s (2012) article on surf tourism. Throughout their qualitative 
methodology it was concluded that solo women tourists pushed through their constraints 
because of longing for a challenge that would in tur result in self-growth (Fendt & 
Wilson, 2012). Shogan (2002) argues that the presenc  of ‘enabling’ constraints, rather 
than ‘restricting’ ones, can potentially act as an enhancement of the leisure experience. 
Females are also increasingly choosing to travel abroad alone (Bond, 1997; Matthews-
Sawyer, 2001). Travel agents reported that it’s much more common for woman to travel 
alone than men, with 73% of agents polled noting that more female travelers embark on 
solo trips than their male counterparts (Bond, 2013).  
According to the Institute of International Education’s 2013 Open Doors Report 
on International Educational Exchange, study abroad programs have 9.8% participants 
over the previous year. Study abroad programs allow youths the opportunity to be 
exposed to new cultures and self-development opportunities (Williams, 2009). During the 
past 20 years, the participation of American study abroad programs has grown 
tremendously with participation primarily by females with limited representation of 
males (Shirley, 2006). There is very little research to understand this gender gap but 
researchers at Duke University have acknowledged th noticeable gender differences in 
study abroad programs and continues to research the discrepancies (Callaway, 2012). 
Study abroad programs often provide young women with their first experience traveling 
independently and makes them aware of the benefits associated with solo leisure tourism.  
Benefits associated with study abroad participation are closely related to women’s 
solo-travel experiences (Williams, 2009). Study abro d programs allow female students 
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the opportunity to be exposed to new cultures, self-d velopment opportunities, increased 
open mindedness, and enhanced critical thinking skills (Williams, 2009). Research shows 
that in terms of travel for pleasure, women seem to be more prominent than men in their 
desire for adventure tourism (Wilson and Harris, 2006). Women solo-travelers for leisure 
or adventure crave new experiences and a chance for s l -exploration (Harris, 2002). 
Over the past 30 years research, literature has begun to investigate constraints of 
leisure (Jackson, 1988; Jackson, Crawford, & Godbey, 1993; Wilson & Little, 2005).  A 
large portion of research that was done on women’s l isure constraints in the 1980’s and 
1990’s follows a pattern of inequalities between men and women (Wearing & Wearing, 
1988). Previous research on constraints for women in their travels and leisure time 
portray women as objects in their society with their main goal to take care of their 
husband and children (Green, 1998; Khan, 2011; Mowl & Towner, 1995; Reeves; 1994). 
There are contradictions between studies conducted in the 80’s and 90’s that focuses on 
Baby Boomers travel patterns and emerging literature that focus on Millennial travel 
patterns and whether or not women’s priorities have shifted.  
According to Benckendorf, Moscardo, and Pendergast (2010) a major shift in 
generations is occurring from Boomers not being the dominant presence in the workforce 
anymore leading Generation Y entering into the work and leisure realm with greater 
existence. Having knowledge into incentives and motivations of the Millennial 
generation can provide better communication between th  tourism industry, the most 
recent travelers, and tourism employers (Benckendorf, Moscardo & Pendergast, 2010). 
“Generations move as a collective through society, passing through four phases at 
different times and always maintaining their unique generational characteristics” 
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(Benckendorf, Moscardo & Pendergast, 2010, p. 4). Considering every generation has 
different values and motivations, there is a signifcant need to compare the studies 
conducted in the 80’s and 90’s on Baby Boomers to de ermine if the same constraints and 
benefits of solo leisure travel is the same for Millennial women. 
Qualitative research is implemented due to the highfrequency of methodology 
that it appears in this specific topic of research. The focus from previous literature derives 
from what has previously been learned and will make a contribution to the field of 
women’s leisure tourism (Patton, 1990). This area of tourism has remained stagnant with 
contradictions and limited resources of Millennial women travel patterns. The purpose of 
this study is to revisit dated literature on women’s leisure tourism and determine if 
previously recorded constraints and benefits are still relevant for single female Millennial 
travelers. Tourism and leisure research builds on previous studies to create new ways of 
understanding other groups that have not been expanded on (Henderson, Hodges & 
Kivel, 2002). Expanding on women’s leisure tourism, the findings will add to the out 
dated research that was primarily focused on in the 80’s and 90’s and contribute to other 




CHAPTER  2 
LITERATURE REVIEW  
Historically, travel was said to augment a man’s prestige but it diminished a 
woman’s reputation (Khan, 2011). “Single women traveling were considered immodest 
and lacking propriety” (Khan, 2011, p.108). Rybczynski (1991) noted that the proper 
place for women was the home and public leisure was exclusively a male domain. 
Richter (1994) suggests that till recently travel has ad different contextual meaning for 
women and men. Women have never been completely fre to travel for one’s own 
leisure.  
Industrialization, capitalism, and patriarchal relations of power have each had a 
limiting effect on leisure (Wearing & Wearing, 1988). The capacity to use leisure 
correctly was the basis of the free person’s life (Wearing & Wearing, 1988). Feminist 
theorists have variously constructed the gender power relations of advanced industrialist 
capital society with a view to pinpointing the causes of women’s oppression (Wearing & 
Wearing 1988). The fundamental patriarchal belief of society is one of the greatest 
limitations on constraints of time for leisure: women believe that they have no right to 
leisure (Wearing & Wearing, 1988).  
It is seen that leisure has for long been divided on the lines of gender, creating a 
privileged and underprivileged class where women ar relegated the disadvantage status 
in availing leisure opportunities (Khan, 2011). It is believed that, “since long women’s’ 
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leisure has been constrained, as it is intricately woven with family resources, time, 
obligations, childcare, men’s power and control” (Khan, 2011, p. 105).  
“Women’s liberation has ironically exposed women to wider forms of scrutiny 
and surveillance as they become more mobile in the labor market and in their leisure 
lives” (Jordan & Aitchison, 2008, p. 329). Women’s presences in the labor market have 
increased, but their disadvantages still remain in the home compared to men’s (Mi-Hye, 
2006). According to the World Tourism Organization (2010) women employed in 
tourism: make up the majority of the work force; have the lowest paying jobs and status; 
are poorly represented as professionals; earn 10-15% less than male counterparts; and 
make up large amounts of unpaid work in family tourism businesses. Women’s 
employment has been largely based on domestic jobs in tourism (Ireland, 1993). Women 
hold jobs that are culturally related to home duties such as cleaners and craft makers 
(Morais & Usher, 2009). Tourism job opportunities are typically gender segregated 
because tourism is a gendered experience, and because employment opportunities tend to 
comply with local tradition gender roles (Good, Borst, & Wallace, 1995; Morais & 
Usher, 2009; O’Neil, 1981).  
Consequently, as women’s tourism employment and presence in the labor market 
increase there is a struggle for women balancing leisur , work, and household duties (Mi-
Hye, 2006). “Women’s domestic and leisure values tend to be marginalized and 
devalued, by being treated as deviations from a prescribed masculine norm” (Chamber, 
1986, p. 311). Leisure is increasingly becoming an issue for women seeking greater 
autonomy (Henderson, 1994). Women seeking greater au onomy see leisure as an 
opportunity to increase their quality of life and to resist imposed gender-related 
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constraints (Shaw, 1994). Issues of time, activity, and experience within leisure have a 
direct relationship to feminism because at the coreof l isure are the elements of freedom 
and choice, and thus empowerment (Henderson, Bialeschki, Shaw, & Freysinger, 1989). 
Meaningful travel provides an important arena in which women can explore, reflect, 
consider and analyze; it can be a time (or a lifetim ) of gleaning subjective meaning from 
travel experiences which can trigger new perspectivs, changes or renewed appreciation 
of life (Wilson & Harris, 2006). Women are traveling more and are making more 
decisions when it comes to their leisure travel and other types of travel (Wilson & Harris, 
2006; Bond, 2012). There has been a 230% increase in th  number of women-only travel 
companies in past six years and the female traveler has become an astute, adventurous, 
tech-savvy and financially independent (Kenninger, 2005). 
2.1 LEISURE 
Women remain more constrained by family and household obligations compared 
to men, putting them at a disadvantage for time avail ble to participate in leisure and 
tourism (Horna, 1989; Khan, 2011; Mi-Hye, 2006). The definition of leisure slightly 
differs from scholar to scholar. A definition dated back to the times of Aristotle refers to 
leisure as ‘freedom from necessity of labour’, where ‘labour’ embraced any activity that 
one found it necessity to perform (Wearing & Wearing, 1988). According to Reeves 
(1994), the concept of leisure is traditionally defin d in terms of discretionary time, as an 
activity done in free time, as a state of mind, or state of existence. Glyptis (1981) defines 
leisure in time, place, social setting and perception. Leisure activity is defined as any 
free-time activity including recreation, play, sports activity, travel and tourism, and 
spending time with family and friends (Kim, 1999). When individuals engage in leisure 
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individuals do so in a particular time, place, and social setting (Mowl & Towner, 1995). 
In a study conducted by Desaulniers and Théberge (1992), they concluded that 
definitions of free time are based on the model of men’s paid work, with little 
consideration of the different schedules and obligations of women.  
This paper defines leisure based on Wearing and Wearing (1988) into three 
segments: time, activity, and experience. “Leisure is time beyond that which is required 
for existence, the things which we must do, biologically, to stay alive…and subsistence, 
the things we must do to make a living…the time can be used according to our own 
judgment or choice” (Brightbill, 1960, p. 4). Many women with families feel that leisure 
time is inappropriate for them: 
It became apparent that many women do not feel theyhave the right to 
pursue their own interests. Their lives are devoted to service and self 
sacrifice for their husband and children and any time away from these 
duties during which they could follow their own interests often caused 
feelings of guilt and selfishness (Anderson, 1975, p. 1).  
 
Leisure can be considered as an activity but the activity is further distinguished 
according to the freedom perceived (can it ot be done?) and the benefits anticipated by 
the participant (Wearing & Wearing, 1988). For men, access to activity oriented toward 
self-fulfillment or self-expression (Dumazedier, 1974) is much easier that for women 
whose family obligations invade most of their leisure activities (Wearing & Wearing, 
1988). There is a two-phase view of leisure as an activity: firstly when is it chosen, the 
dimension of freedom is essential. The second phase is that there is something about the 
activity at the time and place that will benefit the participant (Wearing & Wearing, 1988).  
Neulinger (1974) emphasizes the essential aspect of personal freedom of choice: 
for if leisure is to have true significance, the choi e and chosen activity must be because 
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of intrinsic motivation. It is these social traditions that effectively constrain the leisure of 
certain individuals, at certain times, and in certain spaces (Mowl & Tower, 1995).  
…it appears that women’s exploitation subordination are so deeply 
entrenched a every level of our society that most women have little choice 
about their leisure patters and ‘space’ for leisure, and are placed in a 
situation where they have to develop cultures and values which enable 
them to make sense of their own lives despite the oppression and 
exploitation which they face (Deem, 1982, p. 45). 
 
Social setting or public spaces are considered ‘gendered’ (Mowl & Tower, 1995). 
Different relations between men and women are produce  in different places and undergo 
a variety of place specific changes (WGSG, 1984; Massey, 1984; Foord 1986; Bowlby, 
1988; McDowell, 1989; Duncan, 1991; Rose, 1993). Many leisure resources are 
themselves the product of male dominated and male oriented planning and decision 
making. Moreover, the physical structure of most western cities has evolved to suit the 
patriarchal values of the nuclear family (Mowl & Towner, 1995). It is imperative to 
integrate more of a woman’s perspective into the tourism sector to encourage women’s 
leisure tourism. Women find that they are not having difficulties by access to leisure time 
but by the gender relations and responsibilities to the household. 
There is a large disconnect between the ways females and males view how leisure 
time should be spent. Men see leisure as a right; women do not and are not encouraged by 
men to do so (Deem, 1986). To the extent that women do engage in leisure, they do so in 
a way in which are largely determined by men and on terms inferior to those enjoyed by 
men (Deem, 1986). This raises issues such as women’s right to freedom in leisure and the 
limitations on them in contemporary society (Wearing & Wearing, 1988). 
With new emerging generations and shifts in traditional roles, the status of gender 
has undergone a change leading to equivocal stereotypical gender identities and 
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increasing women empowerment (Khan, 2011, p. 105).  According to Khan (2011), 
women remain more constrained by family responsibilities that have a direct impact on 
their time for leisure travel. “Time is structured through social relations of gender and 
gender inequalities are reflective in the social organization of time “(Siriannt & Negrey, 
2000, p. 59).  
2.2 CONSTRAINTS 
A constraint to leisure is defined as “anything that inders people in their ability 
to engage or remain in leisure activities, to access l i ure or recreation services, or to 
achieve a desired level of satisfaction” (Jackson & Henderson, 1995). A large portion of 
tourism literature and dated research that exists is related to leisure constraints. Women 
have historically and culturally been constrained in their leisure time and travels. Studies 
of women’s leisure have consistently revealed that females tend to be more highly and 
intensely constrained than men in seeking access to leisure and tourism activities 
(Henderson, 1991; Jackson & Henderson, 1995; Wilson & Little, 2005). 
There are several key variables of constraints found in previous literature that 
impact female travelers. Research on leisure constrai ts have included: women’s fear of 
male violence; religious sources; limitations of mobility; sexual harassment; family 
obligations/ethic of care; and holidays as sexualized space (Valentine, 1989; Deem, 1986; 
Green, Hebron, & Woodward, 1987; Reeves, 1994; Robison & Godbey, 1997; Jordan & 






Table 2.1 List of Leisure Constraints for Women 
 
Women’s fear of male violence 
Valentine, 1989; Deem, 1986; and Green, 
Hebron, & Woodward, 1987 
 
Religious sources 
Reeves, 1994; and Wearing & Wearing, 
1988 
 
Limitations of mobility 
Green, 1998; Hanson & Pratt, 1995; Khan, 
2011; and Massey, 1994 
 
Sexual harassment 
Jordan & Aitchison, 2008 
 
Holidays as a sexualized space 
Jordan & Aitchison, 2008; Morais & Usher, 
2009; and Ryan & Hall, 2001 
 
Family obligations/ Ethic of care 
Giligan, 1982; Kerber, Greene, Maocoby, 
Lura, Stack Henderson, Bialeschki, Shaw, 
& Freysinger, 1989; Henderson & Allen, 
1991; Harrington, Dawson, & Rolla, 1992; 
Khan, 2011; Lamon, 1992 
 
In a study dated back to 1989, Valentine found that women’s use of public space 
was conditioned by a fear of male violence, a fear th t has a spatial expression in the 
form of quite detailed mental maps of the local environment. It was also concluded in 
previous literature by Deem (1986) and Green, Hebron, and Woodward (1987), that 
public space specifically after dark, were seen as constraints on women’s leisure 
activities. Thus, women did not engage in public lesure activities due to fear of 
encountering male violence. The oppressive male dominated environment encouraged 
women to stay in their homes restricting their leisure activities. 
Historically and culturally, leisure had and still does have a moral component 
attached to it that is rooted in religious sources (Reeves, 1994).  Religion and gender 
roles are connected to leisure that it defines the family values and dictates the appropriate 
ways in which men and women behave in leisure (Reeves, 1994). Taking a feminist 
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perspective from Deem (1982), women function in a world that is governed and 
controlled by men. This means that all of our major institutions, including religion and 
leisure, are structured in a way to benefit men more than women (Reeves, 1994).  
Other constraints that have been studied by feminist social geographers study the 
importance of localized space and gender practices (Ma sey 1994; Hanson & Pratt, 
1995). Space and place are important components in the construction of gender relations 
and associated identities (Green, 1998). “The historical limitations of women’s mobility 
in terms of space have in some cultural contexts been a means of control and 
subordination and also a limitation of identity” (Green, 1998, p. 177). “Women are 
oppressed within patriarchal societies and their subordinate status is a hindrance to their 
decision-making and participation in all forms of leisure” (Khan, 2011, p. 114).  
Sexual harassment is a large component of constraints that women are faced with 
while travelling alone (Jordan & Aitchison, 2008). Personal space is constantly breached 
and interactions between tourist females and host males have a negative impact of the 
female traveler. Women’s anxiety about their vulnerability to sexual harassment or even 
attack in public spaces makes them alter the way the  c oose to spend their time abroad 
(Jordan & Aitchison, 2008). Women exercising independence and the ability to travel 
alone entice local men to employ sexualized interacions of tourist women and, on 
occasion, they go beyond gazing (Jordan & Aitchison, 2008). 
Another contrived element of women in tourism is the portrayal of sexuality to 
promote mass tourist markets (Jordan & Aitchison, 2008). Subsequently, tourism is 
developed as a gendered process in a male-dominated i dustry providing visitors with 
opportunities to consume a feminized and subservient d stination (Morais & Usher, 
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2009).  The sexualization of tourism goes beyond the imaginary world of brochures and 
postcards (Jordan & Aitchison, 2008). Specific holiday places and spaces are also 
socially and culturally constituted as sexualized environments (Jordan & Aitchison, 
2008). 
According to Ryan and Hall (2001), sex and tourism are inextricably linked and 
that sex is an accepted part of tourism. They propose that the linkage between sex and 
tourism be viewed as a natural continuum from non-cmmercial sexual encounters (such 
as holiday romances) through to the extremes of commercial sexual encounters (such as 
sex slavery/trafficking) (Ryan & Hall, 2001). Women being portrayed as sexual objects, 
consciously or not consciously, are subject to the established power of tourism- men 
(Jordan & Aitchison, 2008). Women are subjected to this sexual gaze that has been 
inherently defined as the cultural norm. This in turn encourages tourists, especially males, 
to conceptualize that these images and sexual-gaze upon women to be acceptable and 
expected. 
A gender constraint that affects women and their leisur  is the ethic of care 
(Reeves, 1994, p. 50). Traditionally, women believe that their lives should be structured 
around the lives of others and taking care of their usbands and children are their main 
priority (Reeves, 1994). Gilligan first mentioned the ethic of care in 1982 when 
discussing psychological differences between women and men (Henderson & Allen, 
1991). She suggests that “females follow a developmental path that concentrates on 
responsibility and commitment to others and that women define themselves in relation to 
others (Henderson & Allen, 1991). In developing the ethic of care, Gilligan intentions 
were to extend justice and moral rights to both genders, but the characteristic have 
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become a female phenomena and that women are more socialized for this ethic than men 
are (Kerber, Greene, Maocoby, Lura, Stack, & Gilligan, 1986; Bernard, 1981; 
Chondorow, 1978; Rubin, 1983; Ruddick, 1989). 
Constraints in previous research have noted that females experience more 
limitations than men (Khan, 2011). Factors like work, family, household obligations, 
determine the amount and quality of time available for leisure and tourism and act as 
constraints in some instances for certain individuals (Khan, 2011, p. 109). It is now being 
seen that females are less dominated, disadvantaged or oppressed (Khan, 2011, p. 110). 
Through changing gender roles in society, such as sh ring of housework and women 
defining their paid employment in the same terms of men, have allowed skepticism to 
arise towards these previous studies done on women’s l isure (Khan, 2011).  
A number of models and conceptualization have assisted understanding of leisure 
constraints, as well as how people overcome their constraints to ensure continuing 
participation in leisure activities (Hubbard & Mannell 2001; Son, Mown, & Kerstetter 
2008). Research has also focused away from viewing le sure constraints as aggregate 
barriers and moved towards recognition of the various ways constraints can be 
successfully negotiated (Little, 2002).  
Constraints sometimes impact or prevent women from participating in solo leisure 
travel but women still attempt to negotiate those barriers (Kay & Jackson, 1991; Shaw, 
Bonen, & McCabe, 1991). “Constraint negotiation refe s to strategies people use to avoid 
or reduce the impact of the constraints and barriers on leisure participation and 
enjoyment” (Mannel & Kleiber, 1997, p. 272). Negotiation strategies have started to be 
recognized in research and how leisure constraints can be successfully negotiated (Fendt 
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& Wilson, 2012). Kay and Jackson (1991) and Scott (1991) introduced how leisure could 
occur despite constraints due to successful negotiation.  
2.3 BENEFITS 
“ Travel creates opportunities for people to see other cultures, experience history, 
learn, strengthen bonds with loved ones and might even be beneficial to one’s health. Yet 
research that empirically shows benefits beyond assisting communities with their 
economy is lacking” (Petrick & Huether, 2013, p.205). There are several studies that 
have been conducted on tourism economic benefits (Frechtling 2006; Tyrrell & Johnston 
2006),  
but research on personal benefits gained through leisure travel are difficult to come by 
(Sirgy 2010). The U.S. Travel Association (2011) recognized the importance of 
understanding tourism benefits for individuals and categorized them into: health benefits, 
relationship, educational, and cultural benefits, career and productivity benefits. Table 2.3 


















and Cultural Benefits 
 
Career and Productivity 
Benefits 
Annual vacation can cut a 
person’s risk of heart attack 
by 50% (Allerton, 2003). 
Life satisfaction action also 
increases during vacation, 
and these effects continue 
after returning home 
(Borins, 2000) 
Three out of four executives 
believe that vacations are 
necessary for them to 
prevent burnout (78%) 
(Williams, 1991). 
 
Blood pressure, heart rate, 
and levels of epinephrine 
decline on 1-2 days of 
holiday (Borins, 2000). 
Even the anticipation of 
vacation travel generates an 
increase in positive feelings 
about one’s life as a whole, 
family, economic situation, 
and health (Gilbert & 
Abdullah, 2002). 
Travelers experience a 25% 
increase in performance on 
vigilance tests after 
returning from vacation – 
travelers 45 or older show a 




Travelers rate their overall 
health one full point higher 
while on vacation 
(YPartnership). 
Students who traveled on an 
international exchange 
program felt they had 
become more trusting, open-
minded, flexible, confident, 
and tolerant as a result of 
their travel experiences 
(Richards, 2006). 
Vacationing and a having 
fulfilling life outside of 
work enhance business 
accomplishments, and 
several organizations – both 
within and outside the travel 
community (Ewers,, 2007). 
Leisure has been found to 
contribute to overall well-
being by helping people 
maintain both their physical 
and mental health (Caldwell 
& Smith, 1988). 
 
Eight out of ten affluent 
leisure travelers consider 
vacations to be very 
important to their wellbeing 
(82%) (YPartnership). 
In fact, Europe, which 
ensures that workers get 
ample vacation time, had 
higher productivity growth 
than the United States in 
most years between 1981 
and 2000 (Allerton, 2003). 
Homemakers who vacation 
only once every six years or 
less have almost twice the 
risk of developing 
myocardial infarction or 
coronary death than do 
homemakers who take two 
or more vacations a year 





Women who take more 
vacations are more satisfied 




There is also a positive 
relationship between 
vacations and intellectual 
functioning among women 





Specific examples of benefits for women’s leisure tourism is shown above, but even 
a smaller fragment of research associated with women’s solo leisure travel benefits exists 
(Wilson &Harris, 2006). It is equally important to explore the benefits of women’s 
leisure travel considering limited research has been conducted on why they do travel and 
what positive outcomes are gained. A qualitative study conducted by Wilson and Harris 
(2006), interpreted studies of women’s experiences of travel. It was concluded that there 
are three ‘cornerstones’ of what constitutes a meaningful travel experience for women 
(Wilson & Harris 2006). These themes are feminist in nature and are categorized into 
(Wilson & Harris, 2006):  
• a search for self and self-identity,  
• self-empowerment; and  
• connectedness with others/ ‘global citizenship’  
 
These themes are not relating to pre, during, or post travel. The three themes are 
mutually inclusive and can be experienced anytime. Th se themes are relative for women 
travelers because they provide a sense of accomplishment and better understanding of 
one’s self. Research suggests that women’s motivations for independent travel relate to 
the desire to challenge themselves, find a sense of aut nomy and self-determination, meet 
new people, and/or extend themselves out of their comfort zone (Butler, 1995; Jordan & 
Gibson, 2005; Wilson & Little 2005). 
Several of the women further discussed the benefits of realizing their strengths, 
weaknesses and limits once they had returned home and were involved again in 
‘everyday life’ (Wilson & Harris, 2006, p. 166). Through a combined and interlinking 
process of negotiation of constraints, dealing with the challenge of travel, and resistance 
to social expectations many women reported a sense of empowerment and benefited from 
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independent travel in a myriad of ways (Wilson & Harris, 2006, p. 166). For the solo 
female travelers the social meanings found through travel related to meeting other people, 
learning how to relate to others, and establishing friendships with other tourists as well as 
locals (Wilson and Harris, 2006, p. 167).  
A qualitative and quantitative study conducted by Junek, Binney, and Winn also 
(2006) also investigated benefits of all female travel. The dominant benefits that emerged 
through their study were relaxed atmosphere, time for oneself, and time to self-indulge 
(Junek, Binney, & Winn, 2006). In the study for all female travelers, they concluded that 
trips absent of males increased companionship and feelings of safety and security 
amongst the women (Junek, Binney, & Winn, 2006). The women found it more 
beneficial and enjoyable to engage in tourism with like-minded women with absence of 
male counterparts (Junek, Binney, & Winn, 2006). 
2.4 GENERATION Y 
The Baby-Boomers have been the primary focus of the travel industry’s analysis 
but the attention is now turning towards the Millennial’s (Lee, 2013).  Thus far, little 
research has been conducted on tourism and the Millnn al generation (Benckendorf, 
Moscardo & Pendergast, 2010). Table 2.4 shows the dates used for Baby Boomers and 


































There is some overlap of the definitive generational dates and sociological differences 
(Benckendorf, Moscardo & Pendergast, 2010). Millennials travel frequently, are tech-
savvy, and are able to travel with ease due to the abundance of free information online 
(Amadeus, 2013). 
This age group is beginning to outpace the Baby Boomer’s 76 million 
population with their own 79 million, and is project d to attain an even 
larger population gap at 78 million compared to the Boomers’ 58 million 
by 2030. Though most people are aware that the Millennial generation is 
tech-savvy and will not travel in the same style as their parents, there has 
not been significant research concerning the trends and changes this 
generation will bring to the hospitality industry (Lee, 2013. pp. 2).  
 
Modern travel is very different from what other generations have experienced due 
to the technological advances. Each country's Millennials are different, but because of 
globalization, social media, the exporting of Western culture and the speed of change, 
Millennials worldwide are more similar to one another than to older generations within 
their nations (Stein & Sanburn, 2013). “They are th most threatening and exciting 
generation since the Baby Boomers brought about social revolution, not because they're 
trying to take over the Establishment but because they're growing up without one. The  
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It is important to understand trends of the dramatic entering of the Millennial 
generation in the workforce and tourism industry in order to provide gratification for the 
emerging generation  (Benckendorf, Moscardo & Pendergast, 2010).  “For the tourism 
industry, insights gained through the lens of generational theory has the potential to guide 
the incentives, motivators, the leadership models, and the overall culture of the profession 
to better connect with the Y generation as the most recent members of the tourism 
workforce and as the current and future visitor market” (Benckendorf, etc, 2010, p. 1).  
Members of the same generation experience the same events at the same stage of 
life so a shared meaning is created (Benckendorf, etc, 2010). “Traits of generations are 
used to construct common patterns such as attitudes o work, political behaviors, 
consumer patterns, and family orientation” (Benckendorf, etc, 2010, p. 3). Certain 
characteristics can be identified through a repeating cycle through the generations (Howe 
& Strauss, 2000). Here is a table that outlines specific characteristics and differences 












Table 2.4 Current Characteristics of Generation 
Generation Current Phase of 
Life 



















































Lee (2013) address the top 10 travel trends for the Mill nnial Generations: 1) seek 
immediate gratification; 2) demand of information as it occurs; 3) checking with review 
sits; 4) social creatures- online and offline; 5) shorting booking window; 6) young 
business travelers; 7) expecting amenities; 8) authentic experience; 9) volunteer travel; 
and 10) Pod hotels. The top ten trends of Millennial travelers break down the importance 
of technology and how it influences the Generation Y. Millennials seek instant 
gratification through the internet and social media (Lee, 2013). The information 
revolution has further empowered individuals by handing them the technology (Stein & 
Sanburn, 2013). 
With generation Y being the first generation born into a society that features 
international interdependence and global engagement, they are able to engage more in 
global community and have the technology to experience global connectedness 
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(Benckendorf, etc, 2010). The specific characteristics formulate pattern behaviors for the 
generation Y individuals. According to Howe (2006) there are 7 core characteristics that 







7) Achieving  
 
Understanding these core traits of the Millennial generation can provide some 
insight to better understanding generational difference to ensure a strong work force and 
tourism market (Benckendorf, etc, 2010). A study conducted by the World Youth Student 
and Educational Travel Confederation revealed key traits of Generation Y travelers. 
These traits are: traveling more often; exploring more destinations; spending more on 
travel; booking more over the Internet; hungry for experience; hungry for information; 
intrepid travelers; and getting a lot out of their travels (Richards, 2007). 
The Millennial Generation is the first digital natives and they experience benefits 
of tourism through the availability of technology (Benckendorf, etc, 2010). This study 
seeks to understand is if this generation is empowered through technological advances 
and/or shows symptoms of ‘narcissistic personality disorder’ (Stein & Sanburn, 2013). 
The specific characteristics and traits of the Millennial generation appear to create a 
simplified experience through tourism of technology and traveler confidence. This study 
wants to know if these traits have an impact on femal  Millennial travelers and if certain 






Through the use of qualitative research and thematic analysis, the researcher is 
able to explore if the previously recorded constrain s and benefits are still prevalent for 
Millennial female solo travelers. Implementing qualitative research helps to focus on 
individual stories, visual portrayals, meaningful characterizations, and thick descriptions 
of the young women’s experiences while traveling inter ationally or reasons that 
prevented them from participating. (Zikmund, 2010; Fendt & Wilson, 2012). The data 
analysis for this study is based off of 12 individual interviews with scholars and 2 
different focus groups of 13 Millennial women total.  
The responses provided during the data collection pr vided the researcher with an 
initial observation into current and previous travel constraints and benefits. This was also 
done to explore if the same attributes and indicators were found in the interviews and 
focus groups of female travelers and non-travelers. This process allows for observations 
of patterns, categories, and themes of commonalities and differences between the Baby 
Boomers and Millennial generation. Through the data an lysis process, the researcher 
was able to determine if the previously recorded constraints and benefits are still 
prevalent for women Millennial travelers by whether or not the themes or sub-themes 





3.1 PURPOSE OF RESEARCH 
 “Qualitative research aims to develop an understanding of the context in which 
phenomena and behaviors take place” (Altinay & Paraskevas, 2008, p. 75).  
Research about women and leisure in the past five years has expanded 
further as researchers from around the world have examined leisure and its 
meanings from a range of cultural, theoretical, and methodological 
perspectives.” (Henderson, Hodges, & Kivel, 2002, p. 253).  
 
This paper draws on qualitative data to examine previous literature on leisure tourism 
with a focus on Millennial solo female travelers to determine the relevance and validity 
of past research on this topic. Traditionally, tourism has been viewed as a male-
dominated activity and this study is concerned with revisiting those dated leisure tourism 
constraints and benefits (Henderson, 1991; Neuman, 2006; Fendt & Wilson, 2012). The 
findings presented base off of exploratory, open-ended interviews with 12 tourism 
scholars and 2 semi-structured focus groups that were id ntified as travelers and non-
travelers. Implementing personal interviews and focus groups enabled the researcher to 
arrive at a current theoretical comprehensive understanding of women’s current leisure 
experience (Altinay & Paraskevas, 2008; Henderson, 1996). 
Delphi is a technique that is used as a method for collecting data from respondents 
within an area of expertise (Hsu, 2007). Conducting he semi-structured interviews with 
the tourism scholars helped cultivate the development of the focus group guide 
(Henderson, 1990). The purpose of using the Delphi technique is driven by the individual 
interviews and the knowledge solicited in their topics of domain. Major themes that have 
been consistently recorded in previous women’s tourism literature as well mentioned in 
the interviewers are: women’s solo travel motivations; constraints and challenges; 
negotiation strategies and outcome; process of planning travel; positive and negative 
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aspects of traveling solo; experiences of interacting with tourists and locals; evolution of 
technology; differences that influence Baby Boomer and Millennial generation travel 
patterns; and benefits associated with solo travel (Jordan & Aitchison, 2008; Wilson & 
Little, 2008; and Wilson & Harris, 2006). As the major themes were used to guide the 
semi-structure interviews, new emerging sub-themes and ideas developed from the 
conversations that would require an adaptation of the interview question guide. These 
interviews subsequently served as a generator for the focus group guide questions. The 
development of the focus group guide was done by using the Delphi technique to help 
conduct detailed interviews on this specific topic.  
3.2 DATA COLLECTION  
The thematic process prompted the questions of the major themes, sub-themes 
and ideas used to address the focus groups audience. The responses cultivated through the 
individual interviews were used to develop a focus group guide to better understand the 
highlights of the interviews and the dated literatue. Two focus groups were conducted: 
non-frequent female travelers and frequent female tr velers. Non-frequent female 
travelers were the first focus group to be conducted and both interviews were conducted 
in the same week. The same sets of questions were asked in each focus group and 
relevant questions were adapted or added in the discussions. The questions that were used 
to address the individual interviews were developed through major themes discussed in 
previous literature, and then the answers from the interviews were developed into a focus 
group guide. 
 All interviews and focus groups were audio-recorded with the women’s 
acknowledgment and consent.  A consent form was provided for the participants in the 
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focus groups to acknowledge that their identities remain anonymous. These interviews 
and focus groups were transcribed verbatim shortly af er they were conducted. Three 
tourism/hospitality researchers analyze the data independently. They used thematic 
organization to identity major themes, phrases, ideas, and shared experiences. The same 
three tourism researchers of the interviews conducted a second thematic analysis of the 
focus groups data. This was also done to determine if th same attributes and indicators 
found in the interviews were being discussed and explored within the new generation of 
female travelers.  
3.2.1 SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS 
The individual interviews were conducted with tourism scholars that have an 
extensive background in tourism, women’s leisure, women’s travel patterns, leisure 
studies, feminist studies, women’s studies, current issues in tourism, time constraints, 
international tourism, and societal development. The questions developed for the tourism 
scholars were based off of major themes, ideas, and experiences that were primarily 
found in their work and other pertinent scholars and published journals. The primary 
purpose of conducting the semi-structured interviews was to help develop the focus group 
guide and questions. The questions were purposefully broad and open-ended with the 
intention of exploring their previous research and the relevance that is projected to 
accompany or abandon the younger generation of female solo leisure travelers. The 
interviews were conducted through a Snowballing technique in the Spring of 2014 
through phone or Skype. Eight out of the twelve scholars that were interviewed consented 
to being named as a willing participant for the study. The names are not listed in any 
particular order and are not connected with any direct quotes from their interviews: 
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Dr. Erica Wilson, Senior Lecturer in the School of T urism and Hospitality 
Management, Southern Cross University in Lismore, Nw South Wales, 
Australia. 
Dr. Karla Henderson, Professor in the Department of Parks, Recreation, and 
Tourism Management, North Carolina State University.  
Dr. Heather Gibson, Professor in the Department of Tourism, Recreation and 
Sport Management, University of Florida. 
Dr. Simon Hudson, Professor in the College of Hospitality, Retail, and Sports 
Management, University of South Carolina, Director of Center of 
Economic Excellence in Tourism and Economic Development, South 
Carolina  
Dr. Simone Fullagur, Professor in the Department of Sport and Physical Cultural 
Studies, University of Bath, United Kingdom.  
Dr. Bente Heimtun, Associate Professor in the Department of Tourism and 
Northern Studies, University of Tromsø, Norway. 
Dr. Carol Kline, Assistant Professor  in the Department of Recreation and Leisure 
Studies, East Carolina University, North Carolina. 
Dr. Nancy McGehee, Department Head and Professor in Department of 
Hospitality and Tourism Management, Virginia Tech, Virginia. 
 
Seven open-ended questions developed for the semi-structured individual 
interviews were derived from the scholar’s literatue on the subject as well as other 
relevant authors and literature. The questions were cultivated through major themes, sub-
themes and ideas focused on in the dated literature in an attempt to relate the data to the 
Millennial generation. As new themes and ideas emerged during the interview process, 
questions were changed to adapt during the interview process.  
Prior to each interview the participant was asked for their consent to audio-record 
the session and was made aware of the intentions and objectives of the interview. Each 
interview consisted of 7 questions and lasted betwen 20-35 minutes. 
3.2.2 FOCUS GROUPS  
Two focus groups were conducted in the Spring of 2014 through convenient 
sampling.  The desire with using focus groups was to let the women describe in their own 
words specific constraints, benefits, and experiences associated with their travels or 
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dilemmas for traveling. The first focus group that w s conducted was with 7 non-
traveling Millennial females and the second focus group was with 8 frequent traveler 
Millennial females. The interviews lasted approximately 50-65 minutes and consisted of 
7 questions. The semi-structured focus groups resembled questions and data generated 
from the interviews with the tourism scholars (Charm z, 2006).  This approach 
encouraged an in-depth understanding of female Millennial travel constraints and benefits 
through the guidance of the detailed answers and recommendations provided by the 
scholars interviews (Fendt & Wilson, 2012)..  
To reach willing participants, emails were sent out t  students in the College of 
Hospitality, Retail and Sport Management at the University of South Carolina, and 
announcements were made in a sports management and tourism administration course. 
Another attempt at reaching participants was going through the campus Greek system but 
it proved to be unsuccessful. The qualifications were that the participants must be female, 
ages between 18- 32, Millennial Generation/ Generation Y, frequent travelers, and non-
frequent travelers. The frequent travelers qualifictions were that they must have 
participated in international, overseas, or abroad excursions preferably through solo 
leisure travel or independent groups. The non-travelers qualifications were that they had 






RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Results from the 12 interviews and 2 focus groups produced similar themes. The 
observations that were made illuminate key issues and topics that are equivalent to the 
preliminary evaluations found in the previous literature (Patton, 1990). Though there was 
slight variation to the degree with which each indivi ual or group mentioned a certain 
constraint or benefit, most areas coincided. Below is a detailed chart that represents the 
variables that were discussed and categorized into maj r themes of constraints, benefits, 
and other variables.  The variables that are listed w re discussed or mentioned in 
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holing you back 
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Learning experience/ broaden 
scope on world 
 
Immersing into cultures 
 















   Technology                   Geographic Differenc s 
 
Societal Norms             Travel is not unusual 
 
                            Negotiation              Ethic of Care 
 
The variables that are listed are indicative of the data collection. These explicit 
constraints and benefits are key variables in better understanding whether or not 
Millennial women have had the same experiences as resea ched in previous literature of 
Baby Boomer women. Each variable has a different representation in regards to the 
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impact in which it was discussed. According to the focus groups and interviews, some 
variables still have major impacts on cohorts of genders or generations, while the same 
variable was viewed as being inapplicable amongst the same or different groups of 
cohorts. The variables that were most frequently mentioned amongst the qualitative 
research have been adapted into the major themes and sub-themes that are discussed in 
the results. Aforementioned, the variables that were adapted into the major themes and 
sub-themes due to the high level of frequency in which they were discussed or 
mentioned, are not significant in every cohort. The structure of this research mirrors what 
Henderson did in 1994b in order to show and evaluate how research has changed and 
evolved over the course of contemporary women’s movement. 
4.1 CONSTRAINTS 
As stated in the literature review, past research deduces that leisure constraints are 
gender rooted (Khan, 2011). According to Wearing & Wearing (1988), Godbey (1990), 
and Reeves (1994), leisure can be examined based on: time, activity, and experience. “It 
raises issues such as woman’s right to freedom in leisure and the limitations placed on 
her in contemporary society” (Wearing & Wearing, 1998, p. 111). This section is 
outlined by the major variables that were mentioned for leisure travel constraints.  
o Time and Money  
o Family Responsibility’s / Ethic of Care 
o Geography of Women’s Travel/Cultural Norms and Expectations 
o Fears and Perceived Safety Issues 
o Sexual harassment 
 
Much of the data collected from the interviews and focus groups maintain the idea 
that certain leisure constraints are still very much gendered. Other constraints that were 
discussed had little to no implications of gender in qualities. Much of these constraints 
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are believed to have shifted throughout the generations alleviating the idea of gender 
constraints and moving into the notion of generational differences.  
4.1.1 TIME AND MONEY   
Time constraint has been studied in previous literature around the notion of 
women’s traditional role is to be in the home, which prohibits them from having 
economic power and thus, from having income for leisure (Shaw, 1994a). This section 
discusses the notion of time and money being viewed as a constraint. The grounds for 
limitations are based upon the generated data analysis of time and money, and 
intriguingly were viewed in terms of generational differences.  
The discussion of time and money was a major component i  the scholarly 
interviews and non-frequent traveler women. Among the scholars, the most discussed 
constraint that prevents Millennials from engaging i  solo leisure travel is money: 
They (Boomers) are going to have more discretionary income. Not having 
the discretionary income would be a barrier (Interview, 5). 
 
Scholars 5 indicates that Baby Boomers have more discret onary income allowing their 
finances to not hold them back from participating i tourism. Scholar 8 also believes that 
time is a constraint for Millennials. Every participant in the non-traveler focus group 
agreed upon the perception of money being the greatest constraint to not travel: “Money. 
That’s reason 1-10 for reasons that I haven’t traveled internationally” (Non-traveler, 3). 
When time was discussed in the same focus group, discrepancies developed on whether 
or not time had a huge impact on reasons for not traveling internationally. Non-traveler 6 
says, “I don’t even know what leisure time is during the school year” and then later 
mentions her frequent weekend trips made domestically and to the local beach.  
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Mentioning the constraints of time and money to the second focus group of 
female travelers provided a very different viewpoint. The women who have traveled 
before understand the constraint of time and money but all agree that those barriers are 
not influential enough to deter them from leisure tourism: 
It is so much more important to get that experience than the money aspect. 
You can find money and you can work a lot but that experience is worth 
so much more than worth the price tag. The experience is #1 priority 
(Traveler, 6). 
 
If you are not studying abroad or going abroad then you probably don’t 
want to. There is so much information out there just to look up when 
museums are free. There are ways to make it work but you just really want 
to do it (Traveler, 1).  
 
Saying that time and money are a constraint for not traveling internationally is realistic 
and pertinent. However, traveler 1 said, “If you are not studying abroad or going abroad 
then you probably don’t want to”. The means and opportunities that are “available for 
Millennials (to experience travel) is just everywhere” (Interview, 7). Traveler 7 shares 
that for women considering solo study abroad trips, money should not be a huge 
deterrent:  
“for women in school, it does cost money but it would have cost me the 
same amount if I were to stay here and go to school” (Traveler, 7). 
 
Traveler 7 believes that a young woman involved with h gher educations has the 
opportunity to travel abroad and allows for the experience of solo travel to be monetarily 
feasible. Interview 7 believes that Millennials have a “strong enough education” that 
“doors open” for young people to travel.  
4.1.2 FAMILY RESPONSIBILITIES/ ETHIC OF CARE  
Maintaining a comprehensive understanding of women’s roles and how it impacts 
their leisure travels is greatly informed by the prliminary research as previously 
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discussed. “Traditionally, women do not think taking care of self through personal leisure 
is a priority or even a possibility” (Henderson, Bialeschki, Shaw, & Freysinger, 1989, p. 
64). Gilligan (1982) defined ethic of care as an activity of relationships, of seeing and 
responding to need, of taking care of the world by sustaining the web of connect so that 
no one is left alone. According to previous literatu e and scholarly interviews, women are 
still very much constrained in their leisure by family responsibilities, being the primary 
caregiver, and the ethic of care.  
The ethic of care is still very powerful. So even when we have interviewed 
women that have taken off from their families, so they may be traveling 
with their friends for the weekend or even solo they still have this guilt of 
leaving the children behind (Interview, 3). 
 
There are a lot of women a little bit older than me, women whose work 
was their home. I think a lot of those women find that traveling on their 
own is very difficult for them to do because they have always been bound 
to the home they never had much of a public place...So then we move to 
my generation, women who feel much the same way, who maybe their 
lives have been focused in the home the private realm. To go off alone and 
somewhere foreign or unfamiliar is quite difficult. There are women in my 
generation who find it difficult to do. In your genration for whom it’s 
probably easier, not saying that it is easy, but probably easier (Interview, 
4).  
 
Emotional support and the ethic of care are still very much represented through a woman 
and her family responsibilities. The scholars shared stories of women having to be 
responsible for the entire family’s happiness while on a vacation and how those same 
feelings still impact Millennial female travelers. Emotional support is an aspect of the 
ethic of care that women constantly feel responsible for the well being of others: 
I also think that there this whole emotional support that is still expected 
from women, you know when you are traveling with a family I think 
women still have this sense of women wanting everyone t  have a good 
time of having everyone wanting to get along and everything goes 
smoothly. That’s not saying that a husband and her partner might not feel 
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that way but I certainly think that its still becomes a sense of responsibility 
for a woman in some kind of relationship (Interview, 1).  
 
It is very much related to the ethic of care. We talk about woman at the 
life course stage where they have young children, they almost have that 
sense of guilt of doing something for themselves…and that makes them 
feel guilty for going away. Even though husbands are becoming more 
active care givers still major responsibility on female shoulders (Interview, 
4). 
 
Through generational shifts, different outlooks are ssigned to the younger generation 
while recognizing those certain family responsibilities still fall on the women and have an 
impact on their leisure activities. Interviewee 12 asserts that, “for a lot of Baby Boomer 
women their travel has been related around the family.” This statement holds truth 
according to previous research and some interviews, however, according to other 
interviews a better work, leisure, and family balance is developing for the younger 
generation:  
Apart from the Baby Boomer experience was to rush into marriage and 
have children maybe have a job or maybe not. I think the younger women 
can have jobs and careers and carving out that space between education 
and employment. Where they can have some freedom while looking ahead 
thinking about having a family and other commitments (Interview, 6).  
 
A focus group participant from the non-travelers had an entirely different perspective on 
her ability to commit to a family. She believes that is was easier for her mother to have a 
career and family because of the early age of marriage and child bearing: 
Yes, or maybe having a more definite focus on what t ey (Baby Boomers) 
wanted to do. I know personally I struggle between the two (career and 
family) every day and being in a sport entertainment career being in long 
hours, which I am sure we can all agree to some extnt here- it’s hard to 
start a family. Like my mom she was 24 years old, I would never see 
myself getting married at 24  (Non-traveler, 4).  
 
This was only one perspective provided from the non-traveler focus group. There was no 
other indication of family obligation or the ethic of care mentioned by any travelers or 
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non-travelers. There were also several mentions of men contributing more to family 
responsibilities and helping out more around the house. The reasons for this being is a 
generational shift: 
I think certainly some of the constraints that have dissipated are the whole 
way that relationships have formed and marriages and need to have 
children early, that has certainly shifted (Interviw, 10). 
 
There is much more involvement from parents than we have seen in 
previous generations…If you talk to all women across when they are 
doing primary child care, is what has happened is that they are getting 
more help now from their husbands than they ever usd to so that is a 
generational shift (Interview, 3). 
 
According to those scholars, men are more ready to be a more involved parent, engage in 
family bonding, help balance family duties, and share f mily responsibilities. The 
differences in generations is also applicable for males that grew up post women’s 
liberation so discussions of equality has an impact on males gender perspectives: 
Young men depending on what their backgrounds are, are a lot more ready 
to engage more fully in the balance of duties within a family. Mainly 
because they are being raised by the late Boomer early Gen Xers who 
grew up in an environment where there was a lot of lip service paid to 
equality between the sexes. There is maybe some cultural pattern that men 
are more ready to take on family responsibilities (Interview, 7).  
 
Though it was discussed that men are attempting to be more engaged in the sharing of 
family responsibility, existence of a woman’s family obligations is still embedded in 
gender. “Women’s role in families was an ongoing study of where some personal 
attitudes had seemed to shift, but where behavioral ch nges regarding leisure had not 
necessarily followed” (Larson, Gillman, & Richards, 1997; Peters & Raaijmakers, 1998).  
I certainly think that there is some progress that has been made but I think 
what it comes right down to is, women are the major caretakers for the 
family and in terms of travel. Its not always taking care of physically kinds 
of things even though I know that there are many men who contribute to 
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how a household is maintained, but I think still women sill have the 
responsibility (Interview, 1).  
 
This statement can also be directly related to how Millennial women are developing a 
better work and leisure balance that allows for freedom and other commitments to be 
achieved. As Larson, et al., (1997) and Peters et al., (1998) stated above, that perspectives 
on women’s family responsibilities has perhaps shifted due to a generational change but 
according to the interviewed scholars, women are still expected to be the primary 
caregivers and emotional support system to their family’s. 
4.1.3 GEOGRAPHY OF WOMEN’S TRAVEL/ CULTURAL NORMS 
There are many cultural norms that have negative implications for solo female 
travelers (Steiner & Reisinger, 2004). Differences range from value orientations, sexual 
interactions, role expectations, behavioral norms, and perceived roles of social interaction 
(Steiner & Reisinger, 2004). The scholars addressed ome of these issues: 
Gender certainly, some people may disagree but there ar  constraints for 
women traveling alone and of course it depends where they want to travel 
to. In some parts of the world it is not usual for women to travel alone and 
some other parts it’s seen as a real indictment on cou tries and cultures. I 
think women are seen as more vulnerable, whether that is true or not. I 
think that there are real dangers. At the same time some are overplayed… 
There are dangerous of both (genders) but I definitly think women 
sometimes are seen more vulnerable (Interview, 12). 
 
It is still relatively dangerous for women to travel alone or to be in a pubic 
space after dark….it depends on the type of travel experience and the 
contact of the destination (Interview, 11).  
 
These cultural norms and expectations have the ability to make a female traveler 
feel uneasy and deter visits to a country that has yet to experience a women’s liberation 
movement. However, lack of inequality in one culture should not be viewed as a ‘cultural 
constraint’ on personal freedom. The experience of traveling expands gendered problems 
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for women, in large part related to issues of sexuality nd immobility of travel (Twombly, 
1995). 
4.1.4 FEARS AND PERCEIVED SAFETY CONSTRAINTS 
 
Another constraint that was frequently mentioned in the interviews was the issue 
of perceived safety and how it creates fear in women by immobilizing them from 
traveling. “Fear itself is complexly tied to social expectations and messages, our 
individual expectations and histories, our gender, ou  class and/ or our capacity or belief 
in our capacity to be able to manage fearful or dangerous situations” (Wilson & Little, 
2008). Scholar 1 indicated that safety issues are always going to be a constraint for 
female travelers. Scholar 7 agrees, “I think the saf ty issue is always going to be a 
constraint. I don’t think that the world is going to change radically so that its 100% safe 
for a woman to travel by herself anytime.” 
There is also a perception among the scholars that the fear of safety is due to 
immobility of females in public spaces. Leisure researchers have determined that through 
the impact of history and social expectations of women that there are gendered 
inequalities of how men and women use and access public spaces (Wilson & Little, 
2008). This was a constraint discussed in two interviews: 
There is a safety constraint. Safety is the big constraint that stops women 
from traveling. I think that when I look at women all over…I think that the 
safety constraints the physical concern for one safty is still there as it was 
and the psychological fear is maybe less in your generation than mine 
where women haven’t had a life as their own and haven’t been able to 
move about comfortably (Interview, 4). 
 
I think women are afraid about that but in terms of m re physical potential 
harm that might be done to them. So I think fear is a very constraining 
kind of thing even if it is not a reality. Fear, just that the idea that you 
don’t want to go somewhere at night because you are afraid when it really 
might be a fairly safe, even if statistics show that its not a dangerous place, 
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but just that fear might prevent you, or not just prevent you but fear is 
something that makes an experience less enjoyable (Interview, 1).  
 
The topic of safety issues and fear was discussed in the focus groups. The two 
groups had varying perspectives on the topic. The focus group of non-travelers had more 
concerns with perceived safety issues such as going t  an “unsafe country” and concerns 
of “sticking out” based on color of hair. Which interestingly enough, an individual from 
the frequent traveler focus group mentioned the same country as the non-traveler had that 
they perceived as “unsafe” and discussed how nice and welcoming the locals were from 
that country. The same frequent traveler mentioned her appearance of hair color and how 
much positive attention it attracted that she was able to interact and social with the host 
community more.  
The focus group of frequent travelers experienced more constraints of fear. Some 
of those components that were mentioned was fear of: running out of money, not being 
able to communicate, getting lost, losing passport, l sing luggage, plane safety, and 
speaking English. One young traveler had a legitimate fear but it did not prevent her from 
traveling: 
I wanted to go study abroad in high school but after 9/11 that impacted a 
lot of safety concerns so I made sure to go in college (Traveler, 1). 
 
Each group mentioned a barrier when it came to “sticking out” and being unable 
to blend in. However, the differences were that the non-travelers were concerned with 
perceived safety issues that they read about online or other individuals would tell them 
stories to create those perceptions. The focus group of travelers had a fear of speaking 
English because some destinations they visited were“anti-American” and they 
experienced an “eerie” feeling that had a major impact on their fear and mobility. 
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4.1.5 SEXUAL HARASSMENT 
Sexual harassment is a large component of travel constraints that women are 
faced with while travelling alone (Jordan & Aitchison, 2008). The greater risk of sexual 
harassment is sometimes breached for solo female trav lers when interacting with local 
men (Jordan &Aitchison, 2008). Issues of sexual harassment become problematic when 
local males are unaware that not all solo female tourists are comfortable with overly 
sexualized attention (Jordan & Aitchison, 2008). Sometimes these uninvited interactions 
have a negative impact of the female traveler and impact their mobility (Twombly, 1995). 
Women’s anxiety about their vulnerability to sexual h rassment or possible attack 
in public spaces makes them alter the way they choose to spend their time traveling 
(Jordan & Aitchison 2008). Women exercising independence and the ability to travel 
alone sometimes is perceived as an invitation to local men to employ sexualized 
interactions of tourist women and, on occasion, they go beyond gazing (Jordan & 
Aitchison, 2008). 
Well, I think that women are always vulnerable that women face all kinds 
of you know sexual harassment and the possibility of something much 
worse than that (Interview, 1). 
 
I think it’s a matter of being aware and being prepar d and not being 
obnoxious to the expectations and to the woman’s role in that society. 
There are some destinations where men are more predato s and 
somewhere men are more sexually abrasive.  Some of th  harassment 
might be perceived as harmless by the local population where someone 
coming from the US it can be very shocking (Interviw, 11). 
 
Regardless of generations, safety issues and sexual harassment are components of 
fears and constraints that women experience while traveling or components that prevent 
them from engaging in solo travel. One scholar had a perspective in terms of Millennials, 
cultural norms, safety constraints, and sexual harassment: 
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Millennial’s that have grown up in a hyper sexualized world are numb to it 
they don’t understand that its there. I don’t think that they have the tool kit 
to understand the best way to be safe in different cultures. I do believe that 
those constraints exist (Interview, 7).  
 
This scholar believes that Millennials are unaware of sexual harassment due to the 
hyper sexualized society that they grew up in.  
Sexual harassment was not a constraint mentioned in ither of the focus groups. 
During the focus group of frequent travelers, mention of sexual harassment was 
responded with utter silence. There is speculation why sexual harassment went from a 
primary travel concern for Boomer women to now a non-existent issue for Millennial 
women. In some cultures, overtly sexual attention is ot deemed inappropriate and 
perhaps Millennial women have developed skills to easily ignore such instances. Sexual 
harassment is not a valid constraint anymore becaus Millennials have become 
desensitized to the tourism industry reinforcing itself as a sexualized environment (Jordan 
& Aitchison, 2008; Jordan, 1997; Kinnaird & Hall, 1994; Richter, 19950).  
4.2 BENEFITS 
Studies have demonstrated the empowering and meaningful aspect that travel has 
had on solo female travelers that enables control over ne’s own choices (Wilson & 
Harris, 2006). As seen in Table 2.2,  The Travel Association discusses several benefits 
that have been researched and studied. Throughout litera ure, it has been reported that 
solo female travelers experience certain travel benefits more so than men: increased 
feelings of independence and self control; sense of independence and autonomy; 
enhanced feelings of confidence; control of ones own time; sense of freedom; ‘could do it 
by themselves’; and empowerment (Riley 1988; Gibson & Jordon, 1998; Elsrud, 1998). 
These same benefits were mentioned during the interv ews: 
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Travel has all of the same benefits but it has different gendered meaning 
even in today because there are still those social constructs of how women 
should behave, should they be doing this on their own, are you going to be 
in danger? I think there are differences from men and women and it’s a 
different type of independence – women do experience different types of 
benefits because it’s the way they live their life in society and how they 
are constructed (Interview, 10). 
 
I think it’s also a right of passage. Being independ t, being a young 
woman and you travel the world. You go to places that demonstrate that 
you are independent. You may go with friends so it may be something you 
do together with sharing experiences. There are othr points about 
experiences and social identity. I think younger women are not necessarily 
rushing into relationships, they want to lead their own lives (Interview, 6). 
The reoccurring themes, ideas, and opinions about benefits for women have been 
recorded throughout literature, and the interviewed scholars believe that the same benefits 
are applicable for women in all generations. The same benefits received through travel 
were also discussed in the focus groups. As shown in Table 4.1 Major Variables, even the 
women who have never participated in international tourism were able to recognize and 
discus more benefits of women’s solo travel compared to the women who have 
participated in solo international travel.  
Another perspective that was determined through the interviews and focus groups 
is that there are benefits amongst females and males but the benefits that they experience 
are different: 
I think each gender can benefit but the benefits are different. Where 
women can benefit from doing something on their own and they don’t 
need their husband or their dad or big brother to do something, they can do 
it on their own. Where a men can benefit typically men are given that 
boost when they have this extra level of power thatey have over their 
own life, the benefit comes from being exposed to different cultures, 
exposure to different landscapes and experiences. Women get that benefit 
too but somebody who can get that perspective that they are the center of 




This scholar recognizes social inequalities and howthose inequalities in turn 
determine different benefits for males and females. Tourism is a cultural process 
acknowledging subjective meanings and benefits, and the active construction of the 
experience by the tourist (Wilson & Harris, 2006). As previously mentioned, tourism is 
gender entrenched and has different experiences due to those social constructed norms, 
facilitating benefits differently between males and females. 
4.3 OTHER KEY VARIABLES  
 
“The Millennials are now reaching adulthood, creating new opportunities for 
research exploring their characteristics, values, attitudes and consumption patterns in 
tourism” (Benckendorf, Moscardo, & Pendergast, 2010, p. X). Understanding the 
generations is an important aspect for this research. Copious amounts of research have 
been conducted on the Baby Boomer generation primarily because they have been around 
for longer. There was a consensus among the scholars th t a difference exists between the 
Baby Boomer generation and the Millennial generation. The differences exist because 
each generation shares common and distinctive social characters that are shaped by their 
experiences through time (Benckendorf, Moscardo, & Pendergast, 2010). 
I think there are a lot of huge differences just because of the era in which 
people grew up (Interview, 1). 
 
Yeah, I subscribe that there are differences more to your life stage rather 
than differences between Baby Boomers and Millennials…I think there 
are differences but more where they are at in life stage rather than perhaps 
where they were born (Interview, 12).  
 
The scholars speculated that the generational differences are embedded within 
“cultural contexts”, “life stage”, and “shared experiences” rather than rooted in 
generational differences. Both generations have had s red experiences in which they had 
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to overcome the same types of challenges and have lived within the same lifespan cycle.  
It is important to note that “looping” together generations is easily done but that does not 
define an entire generation. They recognize that at certain life stages individuals 
experience similar challenges and issues regardless of generation. Interviewee 3 explains, 
“I think many of the socio cycles and life cycle tasks that are relevant for a 30 year old 
have not really changed that much that certain tasks for a 30 year old Millennial”.  This 
scholar is illustrating that not all differences are embedded generationally but that 
differences are within the cultural context in which an individual is brought up.  
4.3.1 TECHNOLOGY 
 
According to Benckendorf, Moscardo, and Pendergast (2010), due to technology 
“the world is literally a playground for Millennials” (p.7). It was unexpected the 
overwhelming conversation received about technology and how greatly it has impacted 
generations and travelers in different ways. Some technology interpretations were made 
in terms of generational differences and how it impacts Baby Boomers and Millennial’s 
differently or equally. Scholar 6 comments on the way in which Millennial women and 
technology coincide:  
…the younger generation with the Internet mediating he way we think 
about the world, its easy for Millennials to connect, to figure out how you 
identify, if you are adventurous or safe. I think that helps with women and 
their possibilities of travel…through technology you have a much bigger 
view of what the world is and places that seem so far away and they 
(women) value being a cosmopolitan citizen if you have traveled the 
world…(Interview, 6).  
 
Henderson and Hickerson (2007) are also aware of the social impacts that technology has 
on female travelers. The relationship of technology explicitly for women’s leisure is a 
developing area of new study (Henderson & Hickerson, 2007).  As well as scholar 10, 
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mentions the benefit of females using technology and that “women’s travel websites are 
much more interactive now.” As noted above, technology has had positive implications 
for female travelers and their ability to access the world.  
Other perspectives on technology were seen in terms of generational differences 
and how technology impacts pre/during leisure travel. Scholar 8 is aware of the 
generational differences in which the Millennials are “tied” to their phones during 
holiday:  
“(Millennials) are tied to these devices now, we have them 24-hours a day. 
Are we really relaxing when we go on holiday? Perhaps not. The old days 
when we used to go to the beach with a book” (Interview, 8).  
 
This quote implicates that due to access of technology during vacation, Millennials are 
prevented from enjoying leisure holiday as previous generations had. Interview 3 states 
that “Millennials have never not had a phone in their and” so the way in which they use 
technology is different compared to the Baby Boomers. 
Scholar 8 recognizes differences between Baby Boomers and Millennials and how 
they use technology during travel for travel purposes. Just as scholar 8 had mentioned the 
different ways the generations use technology while traveling, scholar 7 elaborates on the 
generational technology differences. Prior to traveling, both generations use the Internet 
to make travel arrangements, but Millennials use the access of knowledge and 
information to learn about a country and culture that can take away from the learning 
experience: 
Millennials and Baby Boomers would use the technology f r the same 
purposes for arranging travel. I think they will use it differently about 
learning about places to go. With Millennials, because so much of their 
world is accessible through technology, they learn about a place on the 
Internet, I need them to go to that place to learn about that destination. The 
world is not a computer; the world is out there andshould be engaged with 
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to understand it completely. You can’t just say youare a global citizen 
unless you have interacted with different cultures on their home base. That 
is a critical aspect for the Millennial generation s gaining a global 
understand of other people and it’s important internally too (Interview, 7).  
 
There is a loss of boundaries with the vast amounts of information provided 
through technology (Benckendorf, Moscardo, & Pendergast, 2010; Amadeus, 2013). 
Veal, Darcy, and Lynch (2012) have documented how hme-based leisure practices 
through technology have changed shifts in the cultural meaning and design of domestic 
spaces and gender roles. As stated above, the scholar notes that through access of 
technology prior to travel, Millennial’s do not entirely interact with locals and learn about 
a about new culture developing a global citizenship. 
Wilson and Harris (2006) discovered in one of their studies the importance for 
travel that allows women to have interactions to build relationships and becoming a 
global citizen. During the focus group with Millennials who have traveled, there was 
discussion on constraining aspects that accompany access to technology:  
(I)it (technology) did not give me the chance to fully go out and meet 
people as I could have- every night I had to Skype my mom, my 
boyfriend, but without that I could have gone out and met more people in 
that country that I was in (Traveler, 6). 
 
Scholar 10 briefly mentioned their concern about using technology while traveling to 
keep in contact with others and how “face-to-face” onversation is changing and 
becoming difficult.  The benefit of having technology to stay in connected with friends 
and family at home has been made easy but that same technology has been taken for 
granted by the Millennial generation: 
I mean, certainly as a Baby Boomer we didn’t have computers and 
smartphones and those kind of things that enable people to stay connected. 
And while I think that there are a lot of Baby Boomers that have adopted 
all that technology it’s still something that kinda like got a real whoa 
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factor associated with it. Where I think Millennials and younger people 
take it all for granted…(Interview, 1).  
 
A Millennial woman who has never engaged in international travel before recognizes the 
taking for granted aspect that technology has on her generation: 
Technology has either become a convenience or crutch to people… people 
just blindly following their GPS or just being spoon fed information that 
they are not really going to retain at all or just no figuring things out for 
themselves (Non-traveler, 3).  
A Millennial woman who has never internationally traveled before has the same 
perspective as scholar 1 does. The Baby Boomers are able to use technology in a 
productive manor while Millennials have their work and leisure time split. 
Through the development and easy access of technology, it inhibits the ability for 
a traveler to engage in social connectedness and intercultural competency that could be 
achieved through social interactions with members of the host community.  
Another important thing is the impact of technology. When I traveled and 
you were away, you were really away. You would ring home every couple 
of weeks where as now it is so easy to stay in constant contact with those 
that you do feel an obligation towards. How much are we ever truly away? 
Maybe physically but not emotionally or psychologically. I think that 
would be comforting for those that feel uncomfortable eing away from 
family and its quite liberating to know that you can be away and not be 
worried… I do question how much people do miss while traveling when 
they are constantly texting and emailing. You might be traveling through 
Europe but what did you really see if you were consta tly looking at your 
phone (Interview, 12)?  
  
During the discussion of technology with the intervi ws and focus groups, it is 
unclear whether or not technology has more beneficial or constraining aspects on 
travelers. Through the interviews and focus groups, it was recognized the differences in 
which Millennials and Baby Boomers use and are impacted by technology prior and 
during travels. There is an importance of staying in contact with individuals for 
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obligatory purposes but the way that Millennials are currently “tied” to cellphones takes 
away from immersing and experiencing different countries and cultures. 
4.3.2 HELICOPTER PARENTS  
Over parenting is another aspect that arose while discussing implications of 
technology. Conducting the data analysis of the indiv dual interviews and focus group 
presented a common struggle with technology amongst young travelers- “helicopter” 
parents. The term “helicopter” parents developed through US popular media describing 
these parents as having a “tendency to hover over their offspring” (Cline and Fay, 1990, 
p.314) Some of the interviewed scholars have experienced travelling with Millennials and 
share their stories of having to interact with overbearing parents and the negative impact 
that it has on their travels:  
Obviously they (Millennials) are a generation that s never really been 
without (technology)...I have had parents call in apanic because we have 
been in places off grid and there was no Internet ad I think that 
something happened back home, and all it is we just haven’t heard from 
them today... There wasn’t cell pones or email but now if you don’t call in 
every day then somehow there is a panic alert. To me that is more 
constraining...(Interview, 3). 
 
I was travelling around Australia and I met this young German couple 
where their parents have done this same trip where you are in the desert or 
the jungle and you are thousand miles away from anywhere and her 
parents have done this trip without technology…they ad a GPS where the 
parents could track them and the parents would see wh re they are and tell 
them which tracks to take. They weren’t letting them live their own lives! 
That is never leaving the familiar and exploring the difference (Interview, 
4). 
 
Very little research had been conducted on the domain of “over-parenting” but 
existing research claims that this overbearing amount f parenting can negatively affect 
ability of taking on responsibility and inability of making decisions (Bradley-Geist & 
Olson-Buchanan, 2012). The scholars that have engagd in tourism with Millennials 
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discuss how the constant contact from home has becom  an innate “thought process” and 
takes away from the travel experience. They believe that they had more freedom and 
developed more independence when they were away from home and did not have 
smartphones. The same experience that these two scholars shared about their travels with 
Millennials was mentioned with the focus group of nn-travelers. These women who 
have never traveled internationally are still impacted by the constant communication that 
their parents want to have with them. Several women shared stories about their family’s 
calling them to make sure that they made it to the grocery store safely or a friend’s house. 
These women described the “helicopter” parenting as “b bying” or “coddling”:   
They (parents) are very tech savvy and I think this coddling affect is more 
amplified because of the technology we have right now (Non-traveler, 7). 
 
I feel like they are trying to show their love because I feel like that they 
think their parents once they got to a certain age they were on their own 
and they don’t want to do that to me but I feel like they need to let go and 
stop holding my hand all the time so that’s like thcoddling thing (Non-
traveler, 4).  
 
According to Bradley-Geist & Olson-Buchanan (2012) the affect of over-
parenting or “coddling” can have a negative impact on young adults “psychological well-
being” but also has a “positive aspect associated with recreational pain pill use” (p. 315). 
The term “recreational pill” is associated with thealleviation of stress and depression for 
a child. Corresponding with what interviewee 12 mentioned about technology being 
“comforting” in order to have connectedness with loved ones concerned for the travelers 
safety, is also a positive aspect associated with “helicopter” parenting. The positive 
proponent that is associated with “helicopter” parenting is highlighted in the focus 
groups. The young women in the non-traveler focus groups commented that the access to 
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technology made it easier to communicate with worried parents and relieved stress from 
both parties:  
…my mother is so uptight and scared all the time. She is like call me as 
soon as you get somewhere I just went one state up so its almost necessary 
to have cellphones now in order to communicate its good and its necessary 
but it’s good (Non-traveler, 1). 
 
When I travel domestically I am almost on my phone the entire time 
which sounds bad…just because I have my phone with me is like a little 
safety net (Non-traveler, 2). 
 
These women who have only ever traveled domestically h ve had to struggle with the 
constant contact and over worried parents. They view it as an enabling variable but the 
focus group of traveler women did not have the same exp riences with their parents. 
The women in the frequent traveler focus group all s id that their families were 
very excited and supportive of their trips. Frequent traveler 7 mentioned her parent’s 
perspective on traveling internationally was, “the id a of me going somewhere for a 
couple of weeks or a semester they were like, well, you might as well its not forever and 
when will you get this opportunity again.” Frequent traveler 5 did mention that 
technology was a stress reliever for her but only because it provided her with directions 
and navigation.  Overall, the women who had participated in international solo travel did 
not have the experience of parents needing to be inconstant contact.  
Theorizing on the different experiences that the two focus groups had with 
technology, “helicopter” parenting may be a barrier and constraint that does not 
encourage a young woman to travel alone. As previously mentioned, it is unclear if 
technology provides more benefits or constraints for the current Millennial traveler. 
Interviewee 4 provides an astute explanation of the negative and positive associations that 
technology has on Millennial travelers: 
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The ease with which we can make a travel arrangement, a click of a button 
I can book a flight anywhere in the world…In the praration phase- the 
tourism industry is trying to make things easier because the easier 
something is the more people are going to do it. …There is a part of me 
that thinks by making it easier is takes away from that big event going 
away to a different country is a big event. It’s something to look forward 
to treat it different from every day. It gives other countries a sense of 
importance that has been taken away today. In the past it requires 
effort…When you get to the being away from home on the holiday I think 
technology is wonderful, I use it going into the website to find something 
it’s all so easy…That social connectedness takes away so much from your 
generation and I think it takes away from that selfd velopment divide 
between becoming that independent adult when you explore the world on 
your own or with another person that you are making your own 
discoveries and making your own mistakes you are living your own life… 
 
The scholar is aware of the beneficial access that technology brings. It is 
convenient to look up quick information and it allows staying in contact with loved ones 
easy. They also make an important point that through technology ‘it takes away from the 
big event’. Using the Internet to access information on a culture or country prior to 
visiting makes the trek less exciting and destinations appear less intriguing.  
4.3.3 NEGOTIATION- Overcoming Constraints 
Successful negotiation of constraints can even act as drivers and an enhancement 
of tourism and leisure activities (Jackson, Crawford, & Godbey, 1993). It is imperative 
for those that regularly experience barriers while traveling to successfully negotiate 
constraints in order to enjoy and engage in leisure activity: 
I think to successfully negotiate doing a trip by yourself and being 
successful gives a person a lot of confidence to try it again (Interview, 1). 
 
To abide (by certain countries perspective of women) would remove any 
type of agency from a woman’s role. I think women solo travelers develop 
different types of negotiating their safety and what t ey believe to be 
appropriate and still to enjoy the destination. Going into there stubborn 




Engaging in agency and taking the appropriate precautions are other types of ways in 
which the interviewees discussed females overcoming co straints through negotiation. 
Making oneself aware of cultural differences and possible safety constraints is another 
way in which negotiation can be used: 
Being by yourself I still think has a different connotation for a female than 
it does male. At the same time I think our message in all our solo travel 
work is to be street smart and not saying I’m not gonna do this but to do it 
in a clever way…it’s more of the whole notion of being street smart. Not 
necessarily wanting to scare people but at the same time being aware of 
your surroundings, aware of where you are and being aware of the cultural 
values of where you are going… So on one hand you don’t want to scare 
everybody but on the other hand you have to be realistic and look out for 
each and I would put it in that semblance of looking after everybody 
(Interview, 3).  
 
Being reflexive and actively engaging in agency by displaying “street smarts” and 
negotiation can provide women with the tools to overcome certain constraints.  The issue 
of fear and safety was discussed more at length with the non-travelers than the travelers. 
One traveler even said, “I was safer than I was led to believe” (Traveler, 7). The non-
traveler focus group had concerns with “being conscientious of your drink”, being aware 
of “crooked cops”, and “not accepting rides from strangers”. A young woman in the non-
traveler focus group rebutted those concerns with: 
I think it depends on where (you travel) and you can’t be an idiot. 
You have to be responsible when you are traveling alone especially 
places that are more susceptible to those than occurrences than 
others (Non-traveler, 3).  
 
This young woman who has only participated in domestic travel understands those 
concerns but they can be successfully negotiated throug  “responsibility”.  
Negotiating perceived constraints or safety concerns was not a direct topic 
brought up in the traveler focus group. The female travelers seemed to have not dealt 
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with many constraints while traveling internationally enough for it to be a significant 
topic. A focus group traveler articulated the belief system and approach that many of the 
Millennial female travelers have: 
Just because you are forced into doing something you realize you are more 
capable or stronger than you thought you were which tr kles down into a 
lot of different areas in life. Just because you have to do it because who 
else is going to do it for you? Its something you gt to figure out. You 
really need to look at yourself and realize before you can take advantage 
of it (Traveler, 7).  
 
In order to overcome constraints, it is important to view those barriers as various 
opportunities in which constraints can be successfully negotiated, and travel benefits 









The intent of this paper was to explore and review previous analyses that have 
been produced on women’s leisure tourism. As seen in Table 2.1, there were major 
themes and topics discussed in the preliminary work d ne on this topic. Some of these 
themes still impact female Millennials in their contemporary travel. Through the analysis 
done on this topic, qualitative research was implemented to explore a new generation of 
female travelers. This analysis recognizes the focus on leisure inequality and the standing 
inequality between men and women (Mowl & Towner, 1995). Leisure-based research 
and feminist researchers have shown that women tend to be more highly and intensely 
constrained in their leisure pursuits than men due to the cultural workings of gendered 
power relations in tourism (Fullagar, 2002; Heimtun, 2007; Johnston, 2001; Jokinen & 
Veijola, 1997; Jordan & Aitchison, 2008; Jordan & Gibson, 2005; Veijola & Jokinen, 
1994, 2008; and Wilson & Little, 2005).  
The analysis of findings presented above demonstrate  the consistencies and 
inconsistencies related to Millennial women’s solo leisure tourism compared to previous 
research. Through the analysis of constraints and be efits in the results, overarching 
themes of generational differences, gender inequalities, and shifting societal norms are 
representative of the change or lack thereof for solo female Millennial traveler
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5.2 GENDER DIFFERENCES AND BENEFITS 
Throughout the review of previous literature and the analysis presented in this 
study, benefits are the only theme that is not impacted by generational or social shifts. 
The perspective of tourism being socially constructed through gender inequalities 
remains consistent in providing what benefits are associated to females and males. Both 
focus groups discussed benefits that are associated with women’s solo tourism and those 
benefits have not deviated from previous literature or what the scholar’s mentioned in 
their interviews. 
The scholars speculated that the benefits received through travel would be 
gendered due to perceived social norms throughout tourism history and research. Men 
have always had the right to travel and were never bound to the home by family 
obligations so their benefits are not as vast and profound as they are for women.  
According to an interview with a scholar, women still hold the perspective that 
they have to adjust their life and freedom for leisure activities around family obligations.  
This perspective has never been associated with males because they are not viewed as the 
primary caregiver. For all women, regardless of generation, achieving benefits through 
leisure tourism is associated with the traditional belief that women are in charge of 
providing emotional support for the family. Previous research and scholars still believe 
that women are the primary caregivers for a family, so it is possible that these traditional 
gender roles have shifted and becoming a shared responsibility amongst couples. 
5.3 SHIFTS IN SOCIAL NORMS 
“Tourism is often described as a contemporary social phenomenon, and as such 
the relationship between tourism and society is complex and mediated by many 
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variables” (Benckendorf, Moscardo, & Pendergast, 2010, p. X). It is evident through the 
data analysis that a shift has occurred in tourism and social norms. Two of the mediating 
variables that are the core of change or stagnation in tourism and social norms are 
generational and gender differences. As previously stated, gender is a socially 
constructed set of power relations (Dewar, 1987) that has either continued to impact 
Millennial female travelers or has not influence thir desire to travel.  
The first few interviews were the catalyst for the researcher to recognize 
similarities and patterns in answers repeatedly relating back to gender and women’s solo 
leisure experiences- how the division in leisure tourism is gender entrenched, not through 
generational differences. Of course, not every scholar had the exact same perspective, but 
the way in which the questions were answered was reflective upon how certain 
experiences and opinions resonated with the interviewee’s. Every question had at least 
one response relating back to gender and/or leisure exp riences for females. 
Several interviewed scholars believe that travel constraints for women have been 
consistent throughout generations of female travelers. Now, travel constraints continue to 
exist but present themselves in different ways with every emerging generation. The major 
reasoning for this change is a generational shift. Relationships, marriage and children 
rearing are taking place later in life for the Millennial generation due to other priorities. 
The realization of remaining gender differences wasrecognized through the perpetual 
discussion of gender stereotypes or the alleviation of them within the interviews. 
According to Henderson (1994b) who has been studying and researching women’s 
leisure for over 33 years defines gender as, “a set of socially constructed relationships 
which are produced and reproduced through people’s actions” (p. 121).  
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“The discussion of gender differences provided the study with new perspectives 
on how gender can be used to inform interpretations of leisure behavior” (Henderson, 
1994b, p. 120). “Tourism is a process that is constructed out of gendered societies and 
therefore all aspects of tourism-related development and activity embody gender 
relations” (Kinnaird, Kothari, & Hall, 1994, p. 5). Generating an understanding of 
gender, tourism, and leisure is imperative for thisresearch in determining the status of the 
topic in dated literature. According to the interviws with scholars, certain gendered 
stereotypes continue to be perpetuated throughout wmen’s solo leisure tourism. As the 
results indicated, even though women of the Millennial generation are able to better 
balance work, leisure, and family responsibilities they are still being viewed as the 
primary caregiver. However, between the two focus groups no discussion or mention of 
travel constraints being gendered was discussed. This factor is striking to the researcher 
because according to initial research on women’s leisur  and the interviews, those 
gendered constraints are still very much disabling. Perhaps the reason for unmentioned 
gender constraints in either focus group is because that variable no longer applies to 
Millennial women travelers.  
5.4 WORK/ FAMILY OBLIGATIONS VS. LEISURE TIME 
Another variable that was a reason for a social shift is the change in work ethic 
amongst the generations. Scholar 1 discussed that the Millennial generation have certain 
high expectations for their careers and that they have been gifted a lot of things in life. 
The high expectations that Millennials have are developed on the opportunities accessible 
to them through higher education. 
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Scholar 8 has the perspective that career opportunities are due to higher levels of 
education compared to the previous generation making success more obtainable. Even 
though more opportunities are available for the Millennial generation, the scholars 
determined that gender inequalities and challenges still exist. Scholar 11 agrees that 
Millennial women have had more opportunities for success and freedom but that is due to 
the Boomer women making those career aspects more obtainable. Career opportunities 
were perhaps paved through the women of the Baby Boomer generation making it easier 
for Millennial women to be more career orientated.  However, the same scholar 
acknowledges some gender inequalities that women are still trying to overcome in the 
work force as female Baby Boomers have. The interviews conclude that inequalities in 
the labor force have not dissipated throughout generations making those differences 
gender entrenched.  
As discussed in the results, there also appears to be a shift in women’s leisure 
time balance with work and family responsibilities. Compared to the Baby Boomer 
generation, differences in balancing leisure time, work, and family obligations has 
become easier for Millennial females. The way leisure time is spent has largely been 
divided on the grounds of gender (Khan, 2011). When it comes to leisure and women’s 
activities, the two can not be separated from social factors that influence their lives 
(Henderson & Hickerson, 2007). According to the interviews, a division of leisure time 
and the way it is spent is on the premise of a generational difference. 
Even though Millennial’s do not segment their time for work or leisure as the 
Boomer’s had, it is now creating an overlap between work vs. leisure making leisure time 
difficult to achieve and balance: “They (companies) are realizing that employees are 
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burnt out and they want them (Millennials) to have  real vacation to come back 
reenergized. We are tied to these devices now, we hav them 24-hours a day. Are we 
really relaxing when we go on holiday? Perhaps not. The old days when we used to go to 
the beach with a book” (Interview, 8). Another example of work and leisure time 
overlapping is through accessibility to technology. Millennial women have a more fluid 
approach to their work vs. leisure time division because of sharing of family 
responsibilities with their partners and easy access to technology.  
Millennials are lacking independent exploration by being constantly connected to 
their phones due to “helicopter” parents. The aspect of having technology to “check-in” 
or staying connected with loved ones is essential to  traveler but once the contact 
becomes consistent and dissembling then it takes away from the independent experience. 
Technology can also make it difficult to achieve independence when overly stimulated 
parents are constantly “hovering” making the desire to travel alone internationally more 
difficult. Even though technology was brought up in almost every interview, it remains 
uncertain on the implications that technology provides for the generations. Some scholars 
believe that technology provides more benefits and other scholars believe that it is more 
constraining. 
There is a consensus amongst the scholars that leisure t me and work time is now 
more fluid for the Millennial generation but agreeing whether or not this fluidity is a 
positive or negative shift it still undetermined. Most of the scholars believe that 
Millennials have a better work leisure balance but overlapping through access of 
technology is troublesome for the younger generation and family development. 
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There has been a shift in social norms due to the feminist liberation movement, 
technology, women in higher education, and opportunities associated with international 
travel. The degree with which the social shift has d is undetermined because constraints 
are still prevalent for female Millennial travelers. Overall, the findings associated with 
the scholar’s interviews were consisted with the preliminary work that was first 
developed on this subject. Some opinions may have vri d due to changes in society and 
social norms.  
There is no collective agreement if technology provides more constraints or 
benefits for travelers. Some features of technology have a beneficial characteristic in 
order to keep in touch with friends and family to relieve stress and it helps women 
travelers develop a sense of security and confidence. Other scholars mention several 
negative impacts that technology has on the Millennial travelers. Technology impacts 
ways in which Millennial’s navigate different cultures without having to actually engaged 
and interact with indigenous individuals.  
5.5 FREQUENT TRAVELERS 
Discussion with the focus group of female frequent travelers never directly 
referenced any constraining feelings that prohibited them from participating in tourism. 
This group of women indicated more benefits than costraints that they gained through 
solo travel. The constraints that were mentioned were f ars associated with prior to 
travels. The women had fears of items being stolen r losing important traveler 
documents. These constraining fears that were experi nc d prior to travel were easily 
overcome by the desire to gain international experiences.  
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The impact of technology had both positive and negative implications for this 
group. Technology was important in order to stay in co tact with family while traveling 
but some of the women also felt like it prohibited hem from interacting with locals as 
much as they would have preferred. They also developed a dependence upon technology. 
The women depended on their smart phones for purchasing tickets or looking up quick 
information about a culture that was available through easy access to the Internet. The 
easy access to the Internet prevented some women from entirely immersing themselves 
into a new culture. Two women shared that they did not have smart phones while on their 
excursions and it allowed for them to become more ind pendent and develop confidence 
when they were able to negotiate a situation. 
All the women agreed that they had support and encouragement from family and 
loved ones to engage in solo tourism. They were not discouraged from participating in 
international travel. The benefits that this group f women achieved through their solo 
leisure travels far exceeded any constraints that they might have faced. They did not view 
time or money as a constraint because they wanted the new and exciting experiences that 
came along with international travel. This group of w men was aware of systems and 
opportunities accessible to them in order to make travel easier and obtainable.  
It is easy to perceive that the ease with which the focus group of Millennial 
female solo travelers had with traveling alone inter ationally is not as much of a “big 
event” as it used to be. Traveling alone for Baby Boomer women was difficult and 
sometimes impossible to achieve but through shifts in societal norms, Millennial women 
are capable and able to successfully engage in women’s leisure solo tourism. Through the 
easy access made available through the Internet, opportunities and access to technology 
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for the Millennial generation takes away from any aticipation or excitement that comes 
with new destinations and different cultures.  
The overall findings of the focus group with Millennial female travelers is that the 
same constraints appear but not enough to deter them from participating in tourism. 
Technology was an important factor to their travel experience but it was presented as 
both a constraint and benefit. They were open and willing to negotiate any constraints in 
order to achieve those benefits because they wanted those experiences associated with 
solo tourism.  
5.6 NON-FREQUENT TRAVELERS 
The discussion with the focus group of non-travelers presented many 
contradictions amongst several of the participants. The group overall presented more 
excuses than constraints that prevented them from partici ating in solo leisure tourism. 
As previewed in Table 4.1 Major Variables, this group mentioned more specific benefits 
associated with solo international travel than the focus group of frequent travelers did. 
Even though this group of Millennial women are aware of benefits that is associated with 
solo tourism, they still had plenty of other reasons r constraints that impacted their 
initial desire from engaging in international travel. 
A major constraint for this focus group was overbeaing helicopter parents. This 
focus group of women was heavily influenced by their parents need to be in constant 
contact and to have regular communication with their daughters. Most of the Millennial 
female non-travelers did not perceive their parents need of constant communication to be 
a constraint. They viewed this coddling effect as their parent’s way of displaying concern 
and love. Another constraining feature that impacted this group of women was their 
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commitment to their serious relationships and they did not want to travel without their 
partner. One of the non-travelers said that she had no desire to travel alone because she 
would much rather participate in the experience with her boyfriend.  
This focus group of women was aware of opportunities available to them and had 
increased knowledge of the benefits to participate in solo international travel but still 
found excuses not to. These women were well aware of b nefits associated with solo 
tourism but they are continuously influenced by perceived safety concerns. As previously 
mentioned in the Results section of Time and Money, one woman complained about her 
lack of time for not engaging in leisure travel and then later mentioned her frequent trips 
to the beach on the weekends. They are easily influe ced by safety concerns from their 
helicopter parents and make internal excuses. 
5.7 LIMITATIONS 
Using qualitative analysis provides some limitations for research. Some of the 
limitations are in reference to time-consumption, researcher bias, and survey design 
(Westwood, 2007). This study was limited by the use of convenient sampling for 
acquiring focus groups participants. All focus group participants were in higher education 
for earning a Bachelor’s degree or Master’s degree, which provided a lack of diversity 
within the participants. The participant in the interviews were all Baby Boomers besides 
one scholar who was part of Generation X which contributed to interviewee bias as a 
limitation. 
The study was limited by what it could offer a willing contributor to partake in the 
focus groups. Efforts were made to provide incentives for any willing focus group 
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participant. The researcher was only able to provide food and beverage as an incentive 
for the willing focus group participants.  
Another limitation that was apparent in conducting the interviews and focus group 
was the issue of time. For the two different focus groups, trying to develop a convenient 
time and date for 15 participants presented some challenges. Some willing participants 
were unable to make the confirmed date and time due to class or work obligations. The 
interviews also presented a challenge in establishing a convenient time for the interviewer 
and interviewee due to tremendous time difference. Th  time differences ranged from 1-
18 hours requiring the interviewer to be extremely flexible in order to accommodate the 
willing scholar. 
5.8 IMPORTANCE TO ACADEMIA AND THE INDUSTRY 
As previously stated, through generations, the statu  of women is progressively 
changing leading to equivocal stereotypes of gender identities (Khan, 2011). Since the 
end of the nineteenth century, there have been a number of social and political changes 
that have led to an increase in female participation in travel (Wilson & Harris, 2006). It is 
seen that leisure has long been divided on the lines of gender, creating a privileged and 
underprivileged class where women are relegated as the disadvantaged (Khan, 2011). 
Compared with a generation ago, the traditional roles f women that have been viewed as 
‘natural’ have greatly shifted. Women now and future generations have the opportunity to 
participate in business or leisure travel, providing women with a sense of freedom, 
empowerment, and enhanced feelings of confidence (Wilson & Harris, 2006). The 
findings from this study will add to preliminary res arch that focused on the 80’s and 
90’s. The analyzed qualitative research is able to contribute a better understanding of 
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Millennial solo female travelers in areas of research such as: leisure tourism academia, 
women/gender studies, tourism academia, and the tourism/hospitality industry. 
Baby Boomers have been the primary focus of the travel industry’s analysis but 
attention is now turning towards the new generation of Millennial travelers (Lee, 2013). 
Modern travel is very different due to technological advances and shifts in social 
differences. For the tourism industry, insights gained through the lens of generational 
theory, has the potential to guide the incentives, motivators, leadership models, and the 
overall cultural of the profession to better connect with Millennials as the most recent 
members of the tourism workforce and as the current and future travelers. (Benckendorf, 
Moscardo, & Pendergast, 2010).  
The insight achieved through this research compared to the preliminary studies 
done on this topic show a slight shift in constraints, benefits, and how the younger 
generation is traveling. Studies dated back to the 1980’s and 1990’s on Baby Boomer 
women show common patterns of preventative barriers that kept them from traveling, and 
constraints that they faced during their solo leisure excisions. Research recoded on the 
Baby Boomer women showed strong implications and barriers that prevented them from 
participating or even having the desire to engage in international tourism.  
These women were commonly constrained by family respon ibilities and had the 
expectation of being the primary caregiver that prevented them from traveling solo.  The 
ethic of care was a common topic found in previous literature as well as the recent 
interviews with the tourism scholars in this study. The scholars still maintain the 
perspective that women now and previous generations are till impacted by the ethic of 
care. However, even though women may still remain impacted more than men by family 
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responsibilities, they are able to negotiate these obligations and share family duties with 
spouses and partners.  
Other major constraints that were previously recorded were issues of sexual 
harassment, fear of safety, and women’s immobility in public spaces. Most scholars that 
were interviewed maintain the same perspective that anyone who travels is still impacted 
by these constraints. Fear of violence and sexual attacks have reduced levels of 
participation and enjoyment in leisure and leisure activities for women (Whyte & Shaw, 
1994). “Constraints appear to be heightened for women when they take part in activities 
out of the home or in the outdoors, due to their apparent fears regarding harassment or 
male violence” (Deem, 1996; Green, Hebron, & Woodward, 1987; Little, 2002; Mason, 
1988; Virden & Walker, 1999).  Women that choose to participate in independent or solo 
travel in unfamiliar places or tourist destinations are overwhelmed with the adjustment of 
movement in public spaces (Jordan & Gibson, 2000; Wilson & Little, 2005).  
Millennial female travelers are not immune to constraints but the ways in which 
certain barriers are perceived or negotiated present a larger difference. During the focus 
group with Millennial women, they mentioned or made reference to a few constraints but 
none of the women were impacted enough to not participa e or were dissuaded from 
engaging in international tourism. The constraints are still relevant but they are shrinking 
and becoming less detrimental to Millennial female tourists. Women that participated in 
solo leisure travel in the 80’s and 90’s were greatly impact by specific barriers and those 
barriers remain relevant for the Millennial generation but the impact of those constraints 




5.9 IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEACRH  
Historically and culturally, women’s leisure has been constrained through time, 
activity, and experience, as it is intricately woven with elements of freedom and choice, 
and thus empowerment (Khan, 2011; Henderson, et al., 1989). Previous research of 
constraints in leisure tourism appears to follow a pattern of inequalities between men and 
women (Wearing & Wearing, 1988). Women are feeling more independent and self-
confident than ever before in their leisure and travel (Wilson & Harris, 2006). This study 
can stand as the catalyst in revisiting leisure constraints and benefits in women’s leisure 
tourism for the Millennial generation. The results from this analysis should be further 
analyzed and scrutinized to continuously develop a deeper understanding and awareness 
of tourism inequalities that may still exist. Researchers should identify any constraints 
that still influence Millennial travelers and help to better understand the degree with 
which those barriers still impact female travelers.  
Understanding implications and other patterns in women’s solo leisure travel is 
important because it can help lead to new marketing techniques that perused Millennials 
to participate in leisure travel. Now, women are marrying and starting families at a later 
stage in life that enable them to participate in solo leisure tourism at a much younger age 
than Baby Boomer women had. The technology available for the younger generations 
provides the tools that are needed in taking safety precautions and learning about a 
country and cultures social norms and expectations.  
Some scholars have the perspective that technology may be doing more harm than 
good for Millennial travelers, but it provides a safety net that allows for women to travel 
more comfortably. The Millennial generation of female travelers is participating at a high 
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frequency of tourism and is not gaining the same ‘lif -changing’ experiences that the 
Boomer women once did. Traveling alone internationally does not have the same effect 
as it once had. Traveler 7 shares her perspective on modern international travel: 
“You can see and talk to anyone you want to. So I think even in the past 5-
6 years it has made the world a little smaller. So if its going abroad to 
study for 2 weeks or for a year isn’t quit as big, or as big of a distance, or 
as big of a deal as it might have been in the past” (Traveler, 7).  
 
Technology has made the world smaller and easier to ngage with others anywhere in the 
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APPENDIX A: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
 
Tell the interviewees that this process confidential and that what they say will not be attributed to 
them.  Also, let them know they don’t have to answer th  question and are able to end the 
interview at any time.  Provide an introduction to the study and ask if them if they have any 
questions.  
 
1) In your professional opinion do you believe there ar  any major differences 
between the Baby Boomers generation and the Millennial generation?  
 
a. Specifically in regards to leisure/how time is spent/travel patterns 
 
2) In your opinion, are leisure travel constraints andbenefits different between the 
generations?  
a. If so, why do you think they are different? 
 
3) Do you still feel Millennial women are constrained in their travels? 
 
a. Fear of male violence 
b. Unable to travel solo (limitations of women’s mobility in terms of space) 
c. Sexual harassment 
d. Holidays as a sexualized space 
e. Family obligations (primary caregiver) 
f. Other 
 
4) What sort of benefits to you believe Millennial women achieve through their 
travels? 
a. a search for self and self-identity 
b. self-empowerment; and  
c. connectedness with others/ ‘global citizenship’ 
 
5) What literature or current research papers do you recommend I read that might 
provide insight into Millennial women travel constraints and benefits? 
 
6) What types of questions do you recommend I ask in my focus groups? 
 
7)  Do you have any recommendations of other tourism/leisure experts that I may 




APPENDIX B: FOCUS GROUP NON-TRAVELER QUESTIONS  
 
1) Have you ever participated in domestic travel? And where have you been? 
 
2) Are you aware of any major differences between your generation compared to 
your mother’s or other older women in your life? 
a. How leisure time is spent 
 
3) What reasons/constraints have prevented you in participating in international 
travel? 
 
a. sexual harassment 
b. vulnerability 
c. fear 
d. restricted access and mobility 
e. male gaze/tourist gaze 
f. sex and hedonistic enjoyment 
g. socio-culture norms 
h. family responsibilities 
i. dominance of spouse 
 
4) Do you believe that there are benefits in traveling internationally? 
a. women’s solo travel motivations 
b. negotiation strategies and outcome 
c. process of planning travel  
d. positive and negative aspects of traveling solo 
e. experiences of interacting with tourists and loca  individuals  
 
5) Could technology have a major impact on reasons you would choose to travel 
internationally? 
 





APPENDIX C: FOCUS GROUP FREQUENT-TRAVELER QUESTIONS 
 
1) We are going to go around with everyone introducing yourself and please share 
your best or worst travel experience that you have ever had.  
 
2) Are you aware of any major differences between your generation compared to 
your mother’s or other older women in your life? 
a. How leisure time is spent  
b. Travel Patterns 
 
3) What were some responses you received when you told your friends, family, and 
loved ones that you were traveling out of the country? 
 
4) What are some benefits (if any) you experience while participating in leisure 
travel? 
a.  search for self and identity 
b. self-empowerment 
c. connectedness with others 
d. positive attitude 
e. being passionate about tourism 
f. overcoming constraints with negotiation 
 
5) What are some constraints (if any) you face while participating in leisure travel? 
a. sexual harassment 
b. vulnerability 
c. fear 
d. restricted access and mobility 
e. male gaze/tourist gaze 
f. sex and hedonistic enjoyment 
g. socio-culture norms 
h. family responsibilities 
i. dominance of spouse 
 
6) Did technology have an impact of your travels? Positively or Negatively? 
 
7) Here is a list of major themes that should be discussed if not brought up: 
a. women’s solo travel motivations 
b. negotiation strategies and outcome 
c. process of planning travel  
d. positive and negative aspects of traveling solo 
e. experiences of interacting with tourists and loca  individuals 
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8) If you could give any recommendations to women in your generation who have 
never traveled outside of the country before, what would it be? 
